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Executive Summary
The ICARUS deliverable D1.3 “Updated ICARUS Methodology and MVP” constitutes a report of the
performed work and the updated results of all WP1 Tasks. In particular, the purpose and scope of this
deliverable is to: (a) provide an updated analysis of the stakeholders’ needs through the conduction
of questionnaires; (b) refine the data collection that would feed the ICARUS data value chain in
accordance with the ICARUS demonstrator scenarios; (c) define the final version of the ICARUS
Methodology, High-level Scenarios and MVP; and (d) create a domain wide ontology for the
representation of the knowledge of the aviation sector.
The work in this deliverable begins by presenting an updated analysis of the stakeholders’ needs by
conducting a new questionnaire. The questionnaire focuses on identifying the needs of the aviation
industry for data-driven services and deriving the value of each functionality of the ICARUS platform.
The results of the questionnaire will help to understand the needs of the potential ICARUS
stakeholders and the market impact of the ICARUS platform in order to develop a Big Data analytics
platform of real added value. The analysis of the responses has shown that the exchange of data
between the organizations is vital for their operations, however, the demand related to their data
needs is higher that the data supply. Additionally, the majority of the participants stated that they are
interested in a data marketplace and that they are interested in the functionalities that ICARUS aims
to offer. Moreover, the results have shown that the organizations related to the aviation sector are
not only interested in data that are directly related to the aviation, but also, they are interested in
data that are indirectly related to the aviation.
Moreover, the deliverable presents the latest updates in the ongoing dataset collection activities that
are driven by and related to the demonstrators. All demonstrators have reconsidered the data they
already have available and the data that are needed in order to execute their evolved demonstrator
scenarios as described in D5.2. Overall, 27 data assets have been identified as available by the
demonstrators and are complemented by the 10 available data assets by OAG (and the over 15 open
aviation data sources identified in D1.1), that will populate the ICARUS platform. Currently, 13 data
assets with high importance and of high relevance are collectively identified by the demonstrators,
followed by a significant number of assets with medium criticality. Such needs are though expected
to further evolve during the demonstrators’ execution in WP5.
In addition, the current deliverable presents the final ICARUS methodology and emphasizes on the
updates and modifications from the initial definition of the methodology in D1.2. The ICARUS
methodology consists of different phases with each phase having its own steps and aspects. These
phases interact and parts of them can be abstracted based on each stakeholder’s objective. More
precisely, the phases and steps that constitute the final methodology are the following:
•
•
•

Phase I - Data Collection - Step I.1: Data Cleaning; Step I.2: Data Mapping; Step I.3: Data
Anonymization; Step I.4: Data Encryption; Step I.5: Data Check-In; Step I.6: Data Uploading
Phase II - Asset Storage and Indexing
Phase III - Asset Exploration and Extraction - Step III.1: Asset Searching; Step III.1: Asset
Recommendation; Step III.1: Asset Export
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•

•
•

Phase IV - Data Analytics - Step IV.1: Resource Allocation; Step IV.1: Data Decryption; Step
IV.1: Data Linking; Step IV.1: Data Analysis; Step IV.1: Data Visualization; Step IV.1: Analytics
Workflow Storing
Phase V - Added Value Services - Asset Sharing; Notifications; Usage Analytics
Phase VI - Application Collection - Step VI.1: Application Check-In; Step VI.2: Testing and
Assessment; Step VI.3: Application Asset Review

Furthermore, D1.3 presents the updated high-level usage scenarios of ICARUS, which are based on
the final ICARUS Methodology. In particular, the six scenarios (general workflow diagrams) which are
representative of all core differentiated ICARUS stakeholders (either providers or consumers) and
were described in D1.2 have been revised, as well as the three examples (more technical subdiagrams) of each scenario.
In addition, the present deliverable outlines the progress performed and the final outcomes of the
Minimum Viable Product (MVP) definition. Since September 2018, ICARUS started contacting external
stakeholders in order to acquire broader feedback from the aviation data value chain on its MVP, and
from the 6 interviews performed, the perspectives of an airline, an aircraft manufacturer, a ground
handler, a catering company, a weather data provider and a health organization were effectively
captured, complementing and expanding the preliminary ICARUS MVP. The final ICARUS MVP contains
38 features, including 11 existing and new features that were added (out of which 5 features are new,
not mentioned in D1.2), removing 6 features from the preliminary MVP and changing the scope of 1
feature.
Moreover, the deliverable presents the ICARUS Ontology which is the driver in the definition and
population of the value chain by providing the foundations of the detailed ICARUS common aviation
data model (that is introduced in D2.3) and of its future extension. In particular, the ICARUS Ontology
was developed based on existing aviation data models and aviation-related data from the ICARUS
stakeholders, and will integrate and semantically enrich aviation-related data from all the three core
tiers in different formats and from different data sources.
In conclusion, this deliverable reports the final outcomes of the ICARUS activities related to WP1. The
results of the current deliverable have been produced hand-in-hand with the developments in
deliverables D2.3 (“Updated ICARUS Data Management, Analytics and Data Policy Methods”), D3.3
(“Architecture, Core Data and Value Added Services Bundles Specifications-v2.00”) and D7.2 (“First
Exploitation Report and Plan for Reporting Period II”) providing them with insights from all the
updated tasks and results of D1.3.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Document Purpose and Scope
This deliverable is related to the activities performed during the second iteration of all WP1 tasks
(T1.1-T1.4) and concludes all activities performed in this work package. Its main objectives are to:
•

Update the previously provided analysis of the stakeholders’ needs by conducting a new
stakeholder questionnaire. This questionnaire will identify the needs of the aviation industry
for data-driven services and elicit the value of each functionality of the ICARUS platform. The
results of the questionnaire will contribute to the development of a Big Data sharing and
analytics platform with real added value in the aviation industry.

•

Refine the data collection activities in order to be aligned with the latest needs of the ICARUS
demonstrator scenarios.

•

Define the final version of the ICARUS Methodology, High-level Scenarios and MVP, based on
the input of the updated stakeholder requirements (that have emerged through the new
stakeholder questionnaire and the in-depth MVP interviews with stakeholders who are
external to the consortium) and the insights from the technical evolution of the project. The
updated ICARUS Methodology definition will encompass all workflows to be supported for all
ICARUS users. Furthermore, the updated Methodology that was defined leads towards the
formulation of the final ICARUS MVP, which covers the most important needs of the users and
prioritizes the features to be transferred into implementation and deployment.

•

Create a domain wide ontology for the representation of the knowledge of the aviation sector
based on existing aviation data models and aviation-related data from the ICARUS
stakeholders. The ICARUS Ontology will enable the integration and semantically enrichment
of the aviation-related data from all the three core tiers.

1.2 Document Relationship with other ICARUS Work Packages
This deliverable (D1.3 - “Updated ICARUS Methodology and MVP”) builds directly on top of the
previous two WP1 deliverables, namely D1.1 "Domain Landscape Review and Data Value Chain
Definition" and D1.2 "The ICARUS Methodology and MVP". Figure 1-1 depicts the relationship of
Deliverable D1.3 with other Deliverables and Work Packages (WPs) in ICARUS.
WP2 and WP3 are strongly dependent on the outcomes of WP1 “ICARUS Data Value Chain
Elaboration” with regard to the updated ICARUS methodology, the updated ICARUS Minimum Viable
Product (MVP) and the aviation data ontology. Thus, the current deliverable will feed the ICARUS
deliverables D2.3 (“Updated ICARUS Data Management, Analytics and Data Policy Methods”), D3.3
(“Architecture, Core Data and Value Added Services Bundles Specifications”) and D7.2 (“First
Exploitation Report and Plan for Reporting Period II”).
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Figure 1-1: Relation to other ICARUS Deliverables and Work Packages
It should be noted that all ICARUS partners are actively collaborating in the WP1 activities and
therefore progress and insights from them are also taken into consideration during work performed
in the current work package. As such, the current deliverable also builds on top of the feedback
collected from the technical advancements (mainly D2.1, D2.2, D3.1 and D3.2), the pilot scenarios
described in D5.2 and also the activities performed in WP7 which are closely linked to the ICARUS MVP
discussed in the current document.

1.3 Document Structure
The following sections of the specific deliverable are structured as follows:
•

Section 2 presents the updated analysis of the stakeholders’ needs and the results of the new
questionnaire;

•

Section 3 presents the updated list of data sources related to the ICARUS demonstrators that
will feed the ICARUS platform (in conjunction with the open data sources already identified in
D1.1);

•

Section 4 presents the final version of the ICARUS Methodology, the updated high-level usage
scenarios of ICARUS and the final version of the ICARUS MVP;

•

Section 5 presents the ICARUS ontology for the representation of the knowledge of the
aviation sector;

•

Section 6 concludes this deliverable.
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2

Aviation Data Value Chain Requirement Analysis

An important task in WP1 is the analysis of the stakeholders’ requirements that ICARUS aims to target.
With the purpose of better understanding the objectives and the expectations of the stakeholders in
the aviation sector, a requirement analysis of the Aviation Data Value Chain was conducted in D1.1.
The requirement analysis in D1.1 helped us to have a more concise picture of the project by identifying
the main stakeholders and the target audience of ICARUS. In addition, the current state of the aviation
sector was analysed through key findings of related industry studies and the market gaps were
derived. Furthermore, a preliminary requirements questionnaire was developed and disseminated to
31 potential stakeholders of ICARUS to ensure the generalization of the requirements beyond the
ICARUS consortium. The analysis of the questionnaire’s responses highlighted the main challenges
that most organizations are facing such as data anonymization, data privacy/confidentiality, data
collection and lack of data analytics mechanisms. However, the most important finding was that the
respondents were interested in a data marketplace platform.
By obtaining this useful feedback from D1.1, as well as the feedback from the ICARUS MVP in D1.2 and
the various brainstorming activities with the members of the consortium, a new questionnaire was
developed. The new questionnaire is shorter in order to attract more stakeholders and focuses more
in the stakeholders’ needs derived throughout the first year of the project. More specifically, it focuses
on the sources from which the stakeholders are collecting data, the type of data that the data
providers and consumers are interested in providing and consuming respectively, and the
functionalities of ICARUS as both a data marketplace and a data analytics platform. The new
questionnaire went online on January 31st, 2019 until June 13th, 2019 and the analysis of the responses
is presented in the following sections.

2.1 Respondents’ Profile
The new online questionnaire contains 23 questions in English and there were 57 experts from the
aviation sector that participated. These experts are working in various organizations that are based
in 9 different countries: Italy, Germany, USA, Greece, UK, Canada, Japan, Cyprus and France. The
respondents of the questionnaire were promised complete anonymity.
Figure 2-1 illustrates the participants’ roles in their organizations. It is observed that half of them hold
a “Management/Team leader” role (49%), while 14% of the participants hold a “Software
Programmer/Developer” role and 7% are responsible for “Sales Marketing”. The rest of the
participants hold the following roles (less than 5% each): “Chief Technology Operator”, “CEO”,
“University Professor”, “Technical Director”, “IT&T Data Architect”, “Pilot”, “Airport Operations”,
“Researcher”, “Electronic Engineer”, “Data/Business Analyst” and “Chief Aircraft Integrator”.
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Figure 2-1: Respondents' role in the organization
In Figure 2-2, the participants’ years of experience are shown. The majority of them have more than
15 years of experience (54%), while 21% of the participants have 11-15 years of experience. Moreover,
16% of the participants stated that they have 4-10 years of experience and the rest 9% have 1-3 years
of experience.

Figure 2-2: Respondents' years of experience
Figure 2-3 portrays the number of employees in the participants’ organizations. It can be seen that
most of the organizations have more than 250 employees (54%). The rest of the responses have been
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selected less than 15%. Specifically, 14% of the organizations have 26-50 employees, 11% have 1-10
employees, 9% have 11-25 employees, 7% have 101-250 employees and 5% have 51-100 employees.

Figure 2-3: Organizations' number of employees
The types of organizations are presented in Figure 2-4. Most of the organizations are “Small-Medium
sized Enterprises (SMEs)” and “Large Enterprises” with 33% and 26% respectively. In addition, 21% of
the organizations are “Transport Organizations” like airports and 16% are “Research Organizations”
such as universities. Finally, 4% of the organizations stated that they are “Non-Governmental
Organizations”.
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Figure 2-4: Type of organizations
Figure 2-5 illustrates the organizations’ fields of operation. Overall, there are many different fields in
which the organizations operate. The highest percentage comes from “Airline Services” with 25%.
Below that, most fields of operation are related to “Software Development”, “Research/Learning
Services” and “Manufacturing/Hardware” with 17%, 14% and 12% respectively. Between 5-10% are
the “Marketing Analytics”, “Extra Aviation Services” and “Business Analytics” and finally, below 5%
are the “Energy Management”, “Financing Services”, “Catering/on-board sales services”, “Airport
Operation”, “Weather Forecasting”, “Airport Management Services”, “Business-driven Research”,
“Trade of Pilot Supplies” and “Travel Data Solutions”.

Figure 2-5: Organizations' fields of operation
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2.2 Data Collection
Since the beginning of the project, the term “data” in ICARUS refers to aviation-related data that are
categorized in three different tiers:
•

Data Tier 1: Primary Aviation Data comprises of aircraft sensor data, scheduled route plans,
airport traffic, fuel emissions, passenger data that pile up in heaps of data in every flight.
Typical data providers include airports, airlines and original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs).

•

Data Tier 2: Extra-Aviation Data features data that were collected by airport services providers
and aviation-related service providers. Such data concern passengers’ profiles like purchases
in duty free shops, parking history, social media activities, etc.

•

Data Tier 3: Aviation-derived Data contains data and knowledge from businesses and
organizations in other sectors such as Health, Tourism, Security industries and Public
organizations (e.g. local municipalities), which can be combined with aviation data from tiers
1 and 2 to produce new derived data and create new knowledge that would be impossible to
infer otherwise.

As the collection of aviation-related data is a critical task for the organizations in the aviation sector,
the participants were asked to specify the sources from which they collect their data in order to further
elaborate on this matter. Figure 2-6 showcases the responses related to this process. It is important
to state that most organizations collect data using both internal and external sources, except 6% of
the participants that do not collect data at all. For the rest 94%, 40% of the participants have internal
mechanisms for collecting data, 31% are collecting data using external open sources and 23% using
external proprietary sources. It can be clearly seen that the organizations depend on both internal
and external sources to fulfil their objectives, therefore the exchange of data between organizations
is a vital task for their operations.
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Figure 2-6: Which are the sources of collecting aviation related data
Even though 54% of the participants stated that their organizations collect data from external sources,
only 56% of the organizations are providing data to others. This is shown in Figure 2-7, as 44% of the
organizations do not provide their data to others. This yields a gap between supply and demand and
thus, a data marketplace could decrease this gap.

Figure 2-7: Does the organization provide aviation-related data
The previous conclusion was also derived from the first questionnaire in D1.1. Hence, in the new
questionnaire, the participants were asked for the reasons that their organizations would be
interested in a data marketplace. Figure 2-8 shows that 49% of the participants stated that they are
interested in both providing and consuming data. 38% of them are interested only in consuming data,
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while 3% are interested only in providing data. The rest 10% stated that are not interested in a data
marketplace.

Figure 2-8: The reasons that the organizations are interested in a data marketplace

2.3 Data Providers
After the Data Collection, the questionnaire focuses on the participants that are interested in
providing data in a data marketplace. At first, the questionnaire aimed to identify the types of data
that the stakeholders are interested in providing. In Figure 2-9, the responses regarding this matter
are illustrated. The participants could select more than one tier and it is observed that the most
popular choice is “Data Tier 1” with 44%, while “Data Tier 2” and “Data Tier 3” have been voted by
36% and 20% respectively. These statistics have a positive effect for the significance of the project,
as ICARUS not only aims to provide data that are directly related to the aviation (Data Tiers 1 and
2), but also provide data that are indirectly related to the aviation (Data Tiers 2 and 3).
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Figure 2-9: The type of data that data providers are interested in providing
The next question aimed at understanding the interest of the participants in the platform’s
functionalities. The results are presented in Figure 2-10 and Figure 2-11. The participants are
interested in most of the functionalities with more than 75% (i.e. “very interested” and “somewhat
interested”), while the rest of the functionalities have received above 65% of interest. The results
show that the potential stakeholders are interested in the functionalities that ICARUS aims to offer.
In particular, the results are the following:
•

(Semi-)Automatic quality check: “very interested” 47%, “somewhat interested” 47%

•

(Semi-)Automatic anonymization: “very interested” 53%, “somewhat interested” 41%

•

Easily applicable data transformation: “very interested” 47%, “somewhat interested” 53%

•

Data usage insights: “very interested” 53%, “somewhat interested” 29%

•

(Semi-)Automatic data linking: “very interested” 53%, “somewhat interested” 41%

•

Guaranteed specific agreements of data assets without intermediate third parties: “very
interested” 41%, “somewhat interested” 35%

•

Automatic license compatibility check: “very interested” 31%, “somewhat interested” 44%

•

Secure negotiation mechanism between data providers and consumers: “very interested”
41%, “somewhat interested” 41%

•

Notifications: “very interested” 33%, “somewhat interested” 44%

•

Data asset recommendations: “very interested” 39%, “somewhat interested” 33%

•

Step-by-step guidance for defining data license: “very interested” 29%, “somewhat
interested” 35%

•

Export data to various formats (e.g. csv, json, etc.): “very interested” 59%, “somewhat
interested” 29%
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Figure 2-10: Functionalities that data providers are interested in (1)

Figure 2-11: Functionalities that data providers are interested in (2)
More positive feedback was received in the next question which is illustrated in Figure 2-12. The
participants were asked if they would trust a platform for uploading their data, if the platform provides
the guarantees that ICARUS aims to offer, i.e. (i) data security and protection, (ii) anonymization
techniques for GDPR compliance and (iii) guarantee specific agreements (smart-contracts) of data
assets between the data providers and data consumers. The majority of the participants (70%) stated
that they would trust such platform, while the other 25% replied “maybe”. The participants that
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belong to the 25% were asked to provide additional reasons that would make them trust the platform
and they stated the following:
•

“If there is some kind of warranty / assurance for compensation in the event of breach”

•

“If there are more than one OEM that is providing data in the platform”

•

“If the data are stored in the data provider’s country”

•

“High-level SSL”

•

“TUV Certification”

Figure 2-12: Would the organization trust a platform with the ICARUS guarantees for uploading its
data

2.4 Data Consumers
In the next phase, the questionnaire focuses on the participants that are interested in consuming data
that are shared though a data marketplace. In a similar way, the questionnaire aimed to identify the
types of data that the stakeholders are interested in consuming. The results are shown in Figure 2-13,
in which the most popular choice is “Data Tier 1” with 40%, while “Data Tier 2” and “Data Tier 3” have
been selected by 31% and 29% respectively. Again, these statistics depict that the stakeholders are
interested in data that are both directly and indirectly related to the aviation sector.
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Figure 2-13: The type of data that data consumers are interested in consuming
Afterwards, the participants stated their interest in the platform’s functionalities that are related to
the data consuming. In Figure 2-14, it is observed that all functionalities have received more than 80%
of interest from the participants (“very interested” and “somewhat interested”), except the
“Automatic license compatibility check” which is slightly lower (76%). As in the case of the data
providers, the stakeholders seem to be interested in the functionalities that ICARUS aims to offer.
In particular, the results are the following:
•

Guaranteed specific agreements of data assets without intermediate third parties: “very
interested” 39%, “somewhat interested” 43%

•

Automatic license compatibility check: “very interested” 28%, “somewhat interested” 48%

•

Secure negotiation mechanism between data providers and consumers: “very interested”
28%, “somewhat interested” 59%

•

Notifications: “very interested” 32%, “somewhat interested” 55%

•

Data asset recommendations: “very interested” 42%, “somewhat interested” 42%

•

(Semi-)Automatic data linking: “very interested” 44%, “somewhat interested” 44%

•

Export data to various formats (e.g. csv, json, etc.): “very interested” 54%, “somewhat
interested” 39%
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Figure 2-14: Functionalities that data consumers are interested in

2.5 Data Analytics and Visualization
The final part of the questionnaire was related to the Data Analytics and Visualization features that
ICARUS aims to offer. Before proceeding to the questions related to the functionalities that ICARUS
aims to provide, the majority of the participants (88%) stated that they are interested in a Data
Analytics platform, as it is shown in Figure 2-15.

Figure 2-15: If the organizations interested in a data analytics platform
Finally, the 88% of the participants that are interested in a Data Analytics platform were asked to state
their interest in the functionalities offered by ICARUS. Figure 2-16 and Figure 2-17 illustrate the results,
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in which all the functionalities have received more than 89% of interest. Specifically, the results are
the following:
•

Automatic check whether a dataset is appropriate for a specific algorithm: “very interested”
49%, “somewhat interested” 46%

•

Execution of analytics tasks based on the selected computational resources: “very interested”
43%, “somewhat interested” 54%

•

Export of analytics results in machine-readable format (e.g. csv, json etc.): “very interested”
69%, “somewhat interested” 22%

•

Define scheduled analytics tasks that may run automatically: “very interested” 59%,
“somewhat interested” 38%

•

Visualization of the analytics results in different diagrams: “very interested” 72%, “somewhat
interested” 25%

•

Customized interactive dashboards: “very interested” 54%, “somewhat interested” 39%

•

Definition of an end-to-end workflow: “very interested” 37%, “somewhat interested” 57%

•

Saving the projects/analysis for future reference: “very interested” 54%, “somewhat
interested” 35%

Figure 2-16: Functionalities that stakeholders are interested in (1)
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Figure 2-17: Functionalities that stakeholders are interested in (2)
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3

Aviation Datasets Collection Updates

In this section, the aviation-related data assets that are owned by the ICARUS consortium or are
related to the ICARUS demonstrators, and had been initially presented in the ICARUS Deliverable D1.1,
are updated and their documentation reflects the demonstrator’s visibility and needs by the middle
of the ICARUS project duration. Although the aviation data collection activities are ending in WP1,
they are expected to effectively continue in WP5 in order to: (a) properly populate the ICARUS
platform with a large number of data assets that will attract the interest of aviation stakeholders, and
(b) follow the ICARUS demonstrators’ implementation progress (taking into account that during their
experimentation with data analytics in the ICARUS platform, new questions that need to be supported
by additional data assets may arise). It needs to be noted that an extensive search was performed on
external aviation data sources and open data repositories (for “aviation data”, “aerospace data”, or
“air traffic data”), and the findings have been presented in detail in D1.1. Despite minor updates on
such datasets (e.g. to include certain codelists by IATA and ACI and additional weather data sources,
like DarkSky1), the analysis is not repeated to avoid repetition in this section since the documented
datasets are already gathered in the internal ICARUS repo and maintained online.

3.1 Aviation Datasets Collection from the ICARUS Consortium
In order to be aligned with the ICARUS metadata schema (defined in D2.1), the common data profiling
template that was adopted in D1.1 to gain an initial understanding of the data assets that are to be
handled in ICARUS has been updated in order to describe the aviation data assets in a homogeneous
and consistent manner.

3.1.1

Demonstrator 1 (AIA): Data Profiling

The AIA demonstrator has at its disposal eleven (11) data assets ranging from passengers to ground
handling processes and are overall categorized as primary aviation data. Five of these datasets, namely
AIA_07-AIA_11 are new since the AIA demonstrator scenario was finalized in WP5.
Table 3-1: AIA Data Profiling – General Info
General Info

1

ID

Data Asset Title

AIA_01

Time stamps and status of
ground handling processes

AIA_02

Checked passengers per
flight

AIA_03

Expected passengers per
flight

Description
Aircraft turnaround related timestamps (e.g. On-Block, ATD, STA
etc.), Ground Handling Times (Movements, CPM, LDM, ETD , Delay
Codes)
Anonymous information regarding passengers that have scanned
their boarding passes through automatic boarding pass control
gates.
Provisional numbers of passengers per flight based on the
declarations of the airlines.

https://darksky.net/
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AIA_04
AIA_05

Connecting passengers per
flight
Passengers who need
assistance per flight

AIA_06

Gate open time

AIA_07

Flight Schedule

AIA_08

Flight Plans
Delays (technical or
operational)
Availability and
unavailability of airport
Infrastructure (parking
stands)
ATC (Aircraft touchdown /
take off time, CTOT, TOBT,
Minimum taxi time)

AIA_09
AIA_10

AIA_11

Information for transfer passengers per flight based on the
declarations of the airlines.
Number and category of PRM (Persons with Reduced Mobility)
passengers per flight.
Gate related timestamps (e.g. boarding start time, final call) as the
aircraft turnaround process is progressing.
STA (Schedule Time of Arrival) & STD (Schedule Time of Departure)
of flight according SSIM messages or flight schedule declared by the
airline.
Flight Plans
Aircraft related messages as defined by IATA.
Description of airport aircraft parking stands as it is declared to AIP
(Aeronautical Information Publication). Closed aircraft parking
stands due to maintenance or operational reason.
Aircraft related messages provided by ATC

As indicated in Table 3-2, the AIA data assets range in terms of volume (from 500 to 50,000 records
per day), while they are generally structured, referring to text data in English, and typically available
in ASCII or JSON formats as raw data (without any kind of processing). There are certain data assets
that are more static and become available at batch level whereas there are certain data assets to
which real-time availability would be critical for the airport-related stakeholders (e.g. ground handling
processes, checked passengers, gate-related information).
There are daily historical records for all data assets that date back to 2001 when AIA started its
operation or later, and refer to ATH (Athens International Airport, El. Venizelos).

Whenever

applicable, the data assets abide with the relevant IATA standards. It needs to be underlined that none
of the data assets is already linked to other data sources.
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Table 3-2: AIA Data Profiling – Data Assets Features
General
Info

Data Assets Features

ID

Volume

Variety

Type

Format

Velocity

Historical
Data
Availability

Historical
Data
Frequency

Temporal
Coverage

Spatial
Coverage

Language

Standards

Veracity

Linked to Other
Sources

AIA_01

8,000 records
per day

Structured

Text

json

Real-time /
Batch

Y

Daily

From 2001
to 2018

ATH

English

N.A.

Raw

N

AIA_02

50,000 records
per day

Structured

Text

json

Real-time /
Batch

Y

Daily

From 2001
to 2018

ATH

English

IATA

Raw

N

AIA_03

500 records per
day

Structured

Text

ASCII

Batch

Y

Daily

From 2010
to 2018

ATH

English

N.A.

Raw

N

Structured

Text

ASCII

Batch

Y

Daily

ATH

English

IATA

Raw

N

Structured

Text

ASCII

Batch

Y

Daily

ATH

English

N.A.

Raw

N

Y

Daily

From 2001
to 2018

ATH

English

N.A.

Raw

N

Y

Daily

From 2001
to 2018

ATH

English

N.A.

Raw

N

From 2001
to 2018

ATH

English

IATA

Raw

N

ATH

English

IATA

Raw

N

ATH

English

N.A.

Raw

N

ATH

English

N.A.

Raw

N

AIA_04
AIA_05

10,000 records
per day
500 records per
day

AIA_06

1,000 records
per day

Structured

Text

json

AIA_07

8,000 records
per day

Structured

Text

json

Real-time /
Batch
Real-time /
Batch

AIA_08

50,000 records
per day

Structured

Text

json

Real-time /
Batch

Y

Daily

Structured

Text

ASCII

Batch

Y

Daily

Structured

Text

ASCII

Batch

Y

Daily

Structured

Text

json

Real-time /
Batch

Y

Daily

AIA_09
AIA_10
AIA_11

10,000 records
per day
500 records per
day
8,000 records
per day

From 2010
to 2018
From 2008
to 2018

From 2010
to 2018
From 2008
to 2018
From 2001
to 2018
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As defined in Table 3-3, the AIA data assets are typically owned by the airport (e.g. with the exception of AIA_02, AIA_03, AIA_04 and AIA_07 that also involve
airlines and AIA_08 that involves ATC apart from airlines and AIA_09 that also involves ground handlers) and are typically accessible as downloadable files
extracted from the AIA database. With regard to the rights of the AIA data assets, they are characterized as proprietary data, for which bilateral agreements
are reached on a case-by-case basis with the interested stakeholders and for a varying price depending on the purpose for which the data shall be used.
Finally, with the exception of AIA_05 concerning the PRM passengers, there is no need for anonymization of the data assets.
Table 3-3: AIA Data Profiling – Data Assets Availability & Rights
General
Info

Data Assets Availability

ID

Data Asset
Owned

Data Asset Available
from 3rd Party

Data Asset
Provider

AIA_01

Y

N

AIA

AIA_02

Y

Y

Airlines

AIA_03

N

Y

Airlines

AIA_04

N

Y

Airlines

AIA_05

Y

N

AIA

AIA_06

Y

N

AIA

AIA_07

Y

N

Airlines

Data Assets Rights
Accessibility
Downloadable files
extracted from
database
Downloadable files
extracted from
database
Downloadable files
extracted from
database
Downloadable files
extracted from
database
Downloadable files
extracted from
database
Downloadable files
extracted from
database
Downloadable files
extracted from
database

Privacy

License

Pricing

Need for
Anonymization

Proprietary

Case-by-Case Bilateral
Agreement

Varied

N

Proprietary

Case-by-Case Bilateral
Agreement

Varied

N

Proprietary

Case-by-Case Bilateral
Agreement

Varied

N

Proprietary

Case-by-Case Bilateral
Agreement

Varied

N

Proprietary

Case-by-Case Bilateral
Agreement

Varied

Y

Proprietary

Case-by-Case Bilateral
Agreement

Varied

N

Proprietary

Case-by-Case Bilateral
Agreement

Varied

N
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AIA_08

Y

Y

Airlines, ATC
and Airport

AIA_09

N

Y

Airlines,
Ground
handlers

AIA_10

N

Y

Airport

AIA_11

N

Y

ATC

Downloadable files
extracted from
database
Downloadable files
extracted from
database
Downloadable files
extracted from
database
Downloadable files
extracted from
database

Proprietary

Case-by-Case Bilateral
Agreement

Varied

N

Proprietary

Case-by-Case Bilateral
Agreement

Varied

N

Proprietary

Case-by-Case Bilateral
Agreement

Varied

N

Proprietary

Case-by-Case Bilateral
Agreement

Varied

N
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3.1.2

Demonstrator 2 (PACE/TXT): Data Profiling

The PACE/TXT demonstrator has at its disposal eight (8) data assets described in Table 3-4. The
majority of such assets (i.e. 6 out of 8) are new in comparison to D1.1 and have been added to address
the demonstrator scenarios’ scope as defined in D5.2.
Table 3-4: PACE/TXT Data Profiling – General Info
General Info
ID

Data Asset Title

Description

PACE_01

Generic routes
comparison

A comparison of the alternative routes by fuel consumption, pollution,
and airport fees for cities with more than one airport that shall be
updated as a result of the demonstrator.

PACE_02

Notional aircraft
performance data

Aircraft performance data that are created with the PaceLab Mission
Suite and could be used for aircraft and route comparison.

PACE_03

Notional airport data
library

PACE_04

Notional weather
data

PACE_05

Notional en-route
weather data

Statistical en-route weather data including winds and temperature at
individual altitudes based on period and reliability

PACE_06

Notional airport taxi
in/out times

Historical data for various airports

PACE_07

Notional operational
costs

Historical data for various routes

PACE_08

Notional passenger
loading data

Sample range of passenger load factors to be considered in the
generic route analysis

Sample airport data including but not limited to airport name,
IATA/ICAO code, position (latitude/longitude), elevation, runway data
(TORA, LDA, TODA, ASDA), obstacle data (distance, height, lateral
offset)
Sample weather data based on data recording including but not
limited to local airport weather (Temperature, winds) and en-route
weather (temperature, winds at altitudes)

As explained in Table 3-5, the PACE data assets are structured (as text data) and become available at
batch level as many formats, including csv and ASCII files. There is no historical data availability of
relevant data assets at the moment. They provide data for routes worldwide in English, and comply
with proprietary standards developed by PACE/TXT. Such data represent the outcome of analysis
conducted in the Pacelab Mission Suite and are thus characterized as processed while they are
independent without being already linked to any other data sources.
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Data Asset Features
ID

Volume

Variety

Type

Format

Velocity

Historical
Data
Availability

Historical
Data
Frequency

Temporal
Coverage

Spatial
Coverage

Language

Standards

Veracity

Linked to
Other
Sources

PACE_01

N.A. (1
record
per
run)

Structured

Text

Csv,
ASCII

Batch

N

N.A.

N.A.

World

English

Proprietary

Processed

N

PACE_02

~ 20
MB

Structured

Text

Csv,
ASCII

Batch

N

N.A.

N.A.

World

English

Proprietary

Processed

N

PACE_03

~ 100
MB

Structured

Text

Csv,
ASCII

Batch

N

N.A.

N.A.

World

English

Proprietary

Processed

N

PACE_04

~1000
MB

Structured

Text

Csv,
ASCII

Batch

Y

N.A.

N.A.

World

English

Proprietary

Processed

N

PACE_05

~ 1000
MB

Structured

Software
+ binary
database

binary

Batch

Y

N.A.

N.A.

World

English

Proprietary

Processed

N

PACE_06

~ 20
MB

Structured

Text

Csv,
ASCII

Batch

Y

N.A.

N.A.

World

English

Proprietary

Processed

N

PACE_07

~ 20
MB

Structured

Text

Csv,
ASCII

Batch

Y

N.A.

N.A.

World

English

Proprietary

Processed

N

PACE_08

~ 20
MB

Structured

Text

Csv,
ASCII

Batch

Y

N.A.

N.A.

World

English

Proprietary

Processed

N

Table 3-5: PACE/TXT Data Profiling – Data Assets Features
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As depicted in Table 3-6, the data assets are owned by PACE (with the exception of PACE_05 that is owned by BOEING) and are accessible at the moment as
downloadable files. Since they are proprietary data assets that are firmly associated with the PACE commercial offerings, there is a need for a case-by-case
bilateral agreement for their disposal to 3rd parties. There is no need for anonymization to any data asset at the moment.
Data Asset Availability

Data Asset Rights

ID

Data Asset
Owned

Data Asset
Available from
3rd Party

Data Asset
Provider

Accessibility

Privacy

License

Pricing

Need for
Anonymization

PACE_01

Y

N

PACE

Downloadable
files

Proprietary

Case-by-Case Bilateral
Agreement

PAYG

N

PACE_02

Y

N

PACE

Downloadable
files

Proprietary

Case-by-Case Bilateral
Agreement

PAYG

N

PACE_03

Y

N

PACE

Downloadable
files

Proprietary

Case-by-Case Bilateral
Agreement

PAYG

N

PACE_04

Y

N

PACE

Downloadable
files

Proprietary

Case-by-Case Bilateral
Agreement

PAYG

N

PACE_05

Y

N

Boeing

Downloadable
files

Proprietary

Case-by-Case Bilateral
Agreement

PAYG

N

PACE_06

Y

N

PACE

Downloadable
files

Proprietary

Case-by-Case Bilateral
Agreement

PAYG

N

PACE_07

Y

N

PACE

Downloadable
files

Proprietary

Case-by-Case Bilateral
Agreement

PAYG

N

PACE_08

Y

N

PACE

Downloadable
files

Proprietary

Case-by-Case Bilateral
Agreement

PAYG

N

Table 3-6: PACE/TXT Data Profiling – Data Assets Availability & Rights
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3.1.3

Demonstrator 3 (ISI): Data Profiling

The ISI demonstrator has at its disposal three (3) data assets broadly concerning aviation-related or
aviation-derived data in health like the population data, the virus data and the GLEAM simulation
outputs, in which there has been no change since D1.1. However, for homogeneity with the rest of
the demonstrators, they are also reported in the following paragraphs.
General Info
ID

Data Asset Title

ISI_01

Population data

ISI_02

GLEAM Simulation
output

ISI_03

Virus & infections
data

Description
Data representing gridded estimates of the world population
(http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/data/collection/gpw-v4)
Output data concerning the time evolution of GLEAM simulations: day by
day number of individuals in each disease's compartment per census
area, as long as new transitions between compartments and their
cumulative number.
Data describing the number of influenza viruses detected, total number
of influenza positive/negative viruses, ILI activity, etc., by different
countries and influenza transmission zones (Influenza Laboratory
Surveillance Information:
http://apps.who.int/flumart/Default?ReportNo=12)

Table 3-7: ISI Data Profiling – General Info
As described in detail in Table 3-8, the ISI data assets significantly vary in terms of volume (from 1MB
to 1GB per simulation) and are either structured (text) or semi-structured (as of other type). As the
data are not real-time critical, each data asset becomes available at batch level in a certain format
which is different depending on the case (e.g. HDF5, csv, etc.), but always in the English language.
With the exception of ISI_02 that represents simulated data, there is significant availability of historical
data at a worldwide level. In particular, ISI_01 that concerns population data and ISI_03 that refers to
virus data are dated from 1995 (earliest data available for ISI_03) and 2020 (latest data available for
ISI_01). Overall, the ISI data assets are released as processed data upon different types of preprocessing and analysis/simulations conducted, whereas they do not follow any specific international
standards and are not already linked to any other data sources (although there are certain
opportunities for data linking).
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Table 3-8: ISI Data Profiling – Data Assets Features
Data Asset Features
ID

Volume

Variety

Type

Format

Velocity

Historical
Data
Availability

ISI_01

~ 250MB

Semistructured

Text

ASCII

Batch

Y

ISI_02

~ 1GB per
simulation

Semistructured

Other

Custom/HDF5

Batch

N.A.
(simulated
data)

Historical
Data
Frequency
Every five
years
N.A.
(simulated
data)

ISI_03

~ 1MB

Structured

Text

CSV

Batch

Y

Yearly

Temporal
Coverage
From 2000
to 2020
N.A.
(simulated
data)
From 1995
to 2018

Spatial
Coverage

Language

Standards

Veracity

Linked to
Other
Sources

World

English

N.A.

Processed

N

World

English

N.A.

Processed

N

World

English

N.A.

Processed

N

As depicted in Table 3-9, the ISI data assets that are owned (ISI_02) will be available as downloadable files that are partly public and partly confidential. The
exact license is dependent on bilateral agreements, but typically for free as ISI is a research institute. On the other hand, the rest of the ISI data assets are
publicly distributed for free: ISI_01 under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License by Columbia University and ISI_3 by the World Health
Organization (WHO). As the ISI identified data assets do not contain any personal data, there is no need for anonymization.
Data Asset Availability

Data Asset Rights

ID

Data Asset
Owned

Data Asset Available
from 3rd Party

Data Asset
Provider

Accessibility

Privacy

ISI_01

N

Y

Columbia
University

Downloadable
files

Public

ISI_02

Y

N

ISI

ISI_03

N

Y

WHO

Downloadable
files
Downloadable
files

License

Confidential/Pu
blic

Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0
International License
Case-by-case bilateral
agreement

Public

Public

Table 3-9: ISI Data Profiling – Data Assets Availability & Rights
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Pricing

Need for
Anonymization

Free

N

Free

N

Free

N
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3.1.4

Demonstrator 4 (CELLOCK): Data Profiling

The CELLOCK demonstrator has at its disposal seven (7) data assets broadly concerning core aviation
data like passenger profiling data and extra-aviation data concerning retail and entertainment during
a flight. The main changes introduced considering the CELLOCK demonstrator scenarios in D5.2
include: the addition of 3 data assets (CELLOCK_05-07) and the discrete deletion of CELLOCK_03-04
that are no longer required for the scenarios.
Table 3-10: CELLOCK Data Profiling – General Info
General Info
ID

Data Asset Title

CELLOCK_01

Retail and F&B in-flight sales

CELLOCK_02

Number of Passengers

CELLOCK_03

In-flight, IFE Passenger data

CELLOCK_04

IFE Content data

CELLOCK_05

Crew Schedule

CELLOCK_06

Airplane Loading for F & B

CELLOCK_07

Flights Discrepancies

Description
Onboard sales including food and beverages (F&B), as
well as duty-free products.
Number of Passengers in a flight collected/updated after
a flight is completed.
Data collected through the in-flight entertainment (IFE)
system, such as phone type, operating system, age,
gender, nationality.
Browsing history on the in-flight entertainment (IFE)
system.
Crew Schedule for each flight
Airplane Loading for F & B. How many products and what
kind of Products was loaded to each flight for each
airplane
Flights Discrepancies (Missing money , missing products ,
damaged products)

In terms of volume, the CELLOCK data assets range from 50 records per day (CELLOCK_05) to 2,000
records per day (CELLOCK_03) as depicted in Table 3-11. They are generally structured in JSON format
and since they refer to data that become available after a flight lands, they are provided at batch level.
Aggregated historical data at month level are available for flights within Europe. The language of all
data assets is English. As with the rest of the ICARUS demonstrators, the data assets are not currently
linked to other data sources.
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Data Asset Features
ID
CELLOCK_01
CELLOCK_02
CELLOCK_03
CELLOCK_04
CELLOCK_05
CELLOCK_06
CELLOCK_07

Volume
2,000
records/
day
100
records /
day
4,000
records/
day
8,000
records/
day
50
records /
day
2,000
records/
day
50
records /
day

Variety

Type

Format

Velocity

Historical
Data
Availability

Historical
Data
Frequency

Temporal
Coverage

Spatial
Coverage

Language

Standards

Veracity

Linked to Other
Sources

Structur
ed

Text

json

Batch

Y

Monthly

N.A.

Europe

English

N.A.

N.A.

N

Structur
ed

Text

json

Batch

Y

Monthly

N.A.

Europe

English

N.A.

N.A.

N

Structur
ed

Text

json

Batch

Y

Monthly

N.A.

Europe

English

N.A.

N.A.

N

Structur
ed

Text

json

Batch

Y

Monthly

N.A.

Europe

English

N.A.

N.A.

N

Structur
ed

Text

json

Batch

Y

Monthly

N.A.

Europe

English

N.A.

N.A.

N

Structur
ed

Text

json

Batch

Y

Monthly

N.A.

Europe

English

N.A.

N.A.

N

Structur
ed

Text

json

Batch

Y

Monthly

N.A.

Europe

English

N.A.

N.A.

N

Table 3-11: CELLOCK Data Profiling – Data Assets Features
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From Table 3-12, it can be easily noticed that the privacy of the available data assets is varying from proprietary and confidential to public. As the specific
data assets are not available to other stakeholders at the moment, the licensing and pricing terms remain to be defined when the data are uploaded in the
ICARUS platform. Since CELLOCK_05 though contains non-sensitive personal data (either aggregated or not), there is an explicit need for anonymization prior
to their publication.
In addition, certain data assets are co-owned by CELLOCK and other data providers in the aviation data value chain (i.e. caterers) or owned by airlines. All
data assets are accessible through APIs and as downloadable files.
Data Asset Availability
ID

Data Asset
Owned

Data Asset Available
from 3rd Party

Data Asset
Provider

CELLOCK_01

Y

Y

Caterer

CELLOCK_02

Y

Y

Airline

CELLOCK_03
CELLOCK_04

N
N

Y
Y

Airline
Airline

CELLOCK_05

N

Y

Airline

CELLOCK_06

N

Y

Caterer

CELLOCK_07

N

Y

Caterer

Data Asset Rights
Accessibility
API,
Downloadable
file
API,
Downloadable
file
API
API
API,
Downloadable
file
API,
Downloadable
file
API,
Downloadable
file

Privacy

License

Pricing

Need for
Anonymization

Proprietary

TBD

TBD

N

Public

TBD

TBD

N

Confidential
Confidential

TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD

Y
Y

Confidential

TBD

TBD

Y

Confidential

TBD

TBD

N

Confidential

TBD

TBD

N

Table 3-12: CELLOCK Data Profiling – Data Assets Availability & Rights
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3.1.5

OAG Aviation Data

As mentioned in D1.1, OAG, a core data provider in ICARUS, has the world’s largest network of air
travel data, including the schedules database of more than 900 airlines and over 4,000 airports, and
the most extensive flight status information database in the market. The OAG data assets are only
briefly introduced in the following table (3-13) as they have been already extensively documented in
D1.1 and there has not been any change.
Table 3-13: OAG Data Profiling – General Info
ID

Data Asset Title

OAG_01

Schedules

OAG_02

Flight Status

OAG_03

Flight Tracking

OAG_04
OAG_05

OAG_08

Carrier File
Locations File
MCT (Minimum
Connection Times)
DST (Daylight Saving
time)
Country File

OAG_09

Connections

OAG_10

OTP (On Time
Performance)

OAG_06
OAG_07

Description
Planned carrier schedules looking forward (up to almost 1 year ahead
depending on the airline).
Live feeds of flight status information for an individual flight or all
flights on an airline to/from specific airports. The scope of flights can
be worldwide, by countries, by airport(s) or by airline(s).
In addition, historical data detailed information on scheduled and
actual departure and arrival times, delay and cancellation information
(e.g. irregular operations or events), terminal, gate, baggage claim,
aircraft equipment and codeshare information, is available.
Live positional data as well as continually updated delay status
information on inbound and departing flights at hundreds of airports,
for US market only.
Airline names, codes and decodes, domicile country.
City, port, names codes and decodes, longitude and latitude.
Details on Minimum Connection Times (MCT) as directly supplied (and
updated daily) by airlines for connection generation.
Details regarding seasonal time changes.
Country names, codes and decodes.
Pre-built connections data file combing the Schedules data (OAG_01)
and MCT data (OAG_06), including airline-specific exceptions. Missed
connections are also available at a gateway airport for scheduled
flights and potential flights (phantom flights).
Analysis carried out using Flight Status – Historical data providing
flight performance times to schedule by airline, airport or specific
flights over time.

3.2 Data Needs of the ICARUS Demonstrators
As the ICARUS demonstrators’ scenarios have been consolidated in D5.2, the preliminary data needs
that had been identified in D1.1 have been further reflected and updated. In principle, the preliminary
data assets mentioned in D1.1 express actual needs for data that the demonstrators would like to
have access to, link to other data sources and perform analytics, so even if they are not directly linked
to the ICARUS scenarios and are thus not considered as a priority for data collection in WP5, they are
still mentioned and effort will be made to be located and collected.
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As it can be easily noted from Table 3-14, the data assets requested by the demonstrators for the ICARUS demonstrator scenarios are prioritized (highlighted
with bold) and are investigated in detail by the consortium (especially OAG) to help identify appropriate data sources, whenever such data are not already
available by OAG. The open data requests are mostly related to weather data, population statistics and environmental data and their data sources are already
identified.
A data asset, namely AIA_DR_20, is discretely deleted in order to indicate that it is no longer needed by AIA and that the evolution of the data assets is
naturally already happening, yet the ICARUS consortium keeps track of all changes in the data assets availability and requirements.
Table 3-14: ICARUS Demonstrators Data Needs Profiling – General Info
ID

2

Data Asset Title

Description

Potential Data Asset Provider2

AIA_DR_01

Passengers on board (how many
boarded already, how many
remain)

Details on the boarding time process and the use of
gate.

Airline & Ground handlers

AIA_DR_02

Cabin cleaning (start-end times)

Aircraft interior cleaning during turn-round process

Airline & Ground handlers

AIA_DR_03

Catering (Start-end time)

Catering loading/unloading, during turn-round process

Airline & Ground handlers

AIA_DR_04

Unloading bags - cargo - total
pieces

Loading-unloading process times during turn-round
process

Airline & Ground handlers

AIA_DR_05

Refueling operation - refuel track

Start and end time of refueling or defueling operation

Fuel handler

AIA_DR_06

APU-ASU

Ground service equipment

Airline & Ground handlers

AIA_DR_07

Pushback tractor (type, power)

Arrival time at the stand, aircraft type that can serve

Ground handler

AIA_DR_08

Lavatory service

Start and end time during turn-round process

Ground handler

Including assistance in Locating Appropriate Data Provider
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ID

Data Asset Title

Description
Loading-unloading process times during turn-round
process
Total number and type of wheelchairs expected for
the specific flight

Potential Data Asset Provider2

AIA_DR_09

Loading bags - cargo

AIA_DR_10

Wheelchairs

AIA_DR_11

Deicing info

Expected start time, chemicals, place, de-anti icing

Airline & Ground handlers

AIA_DR_12

Flight update messages

Information provided by the ATC during flight

Airline

AIA_DR_13

ACARS data

AIA_DR_14

Actual commence of ground
handling time - Actual end

AIA_DR_15

Actual commence of deicing time

Expected start time, chemicals, place, de-anti icing

Airline & Ground handlers

AIA_DR_16

Actual ready time

Pushback attached on the aircraft

Airline & Ground handlers

AIA_DR_17

Minimum turn-around time agreed
between AO/??

Minimum times defined by the airlines with full
passenger and de-load movement include the time to
start engines

Airline & Ground handlers

Information provided by the Aircraft Communications,
Addressing and Reporting System during flight
Ramp handling activities during turn-round process
(baggage loading/unloading, cargo loading/unloading,
aircraft cleaning, fueling-defueling, catering)

Ground handler
Ground handler

Airline
Ground handler

Status
Under
investigation
Under
investigation
Under
investigation
Under
investigation
Under
investigation
Under
investigation
Under
investigation
Under
investigation
Under
investigation
To be
available in
ICARUS
platform
Under
investigation

AIA_DR_18

Airlines schedule-planning

Schedules planning per airline

OAG

AIA_DR_19

Aircraft movement data

Aircraft movement data in the airport

Airline

AIA_DR_20

WX conditions at flight levels
above 18000 feet

AIA_DR_21

Engine type of Aircraft Operator
fleet

OAG

Under
investigation

AIA_DR_22

Aircraft noise level

Weather conditions above FL180 can be provided only
by aircraft weather radar or ATC
During engine test time, test bed usage. ICAO Annex
16 Environmental Protection, Volume II — Aircraft
Engine Emissions
Reason of request for better structure and separation
from ANSP, during approach and take-off phase.

Open Data - check

Under
investigation
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ID

Data Asset Title

Description

Potential Data Asset Provider2

AIA_DR_23

Aircraft Dimensions

Aircraft specifications (wingspan, length, weight,
height etc.)

AIA_DR_24

Aircraft Operator fleet seating
capacity

Aircraft seating capacity

OAG

AIA_DR_25

Aircraft Operator delay codes
(internal)

IATA delay codes

Airline

AIA_DR_26

Aircraft Operator fleet MTOW

Aircraft specification

Airlines

AIA_DR_27

No of passengers using CIP lounges

Identify profile of passengers

Airlines & ground handlers

Volume of users, operational effectiveness

Airlines & ground handlers

Operational effectiveness at check-in

Airlines & ground handlers

As per airline internal procedures at each airport

Airlines & ground handlers

AIA_DR_28
AIA_DR_29
AIA_DR_30

No of passengers entitled fast lane
access
No of online check-in passengers
who have drop-off luggage
Scheduled check-in
opening/closing time

OAG to investigate

AIA_DR_31

Scheduled gate closing time

Operational effectiveness in use of gates

Airlines & ground handlers

AIA_DR_32

No of passengers visiting
lost&found booths

Airport infrastructure effectiveness

Airlines & ground handlers

AIA_DR_33

Web-CUSS-mobile-airport check-in

AIA_DR_34

Expected passenger loads
(provisional)

AIA_DR_35

Connecting passengers per flight

AIA_DR_36

Route transfer flights

Number of passengers checked in Web-CUSS-mobileairport for operational effectiveness at check-in
Expected passenger loads (provisional) for operational
effectiveness
Connecting passengers per flight for operational
effectiveness
Identify all connecting routes from/to each airport

Airlines & ground handlers
Airlines
Airlines & ground handlers
OAG
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ID

Data Asset Title

Description

Potential Data Asset Provider2

Status
Under
investigation
Under
investigation

AIA_DR_37

Route trends

Categorization and trends for all routes

OAG

AIA_DR_38

Duty-free shopping analytics

Volume - type of products purchased, per flight, per
nationality etc.

Duty free shops, Concessionaire

AIA_DR_39

Non duty-free shopping data

Volume - type of products purchased, per flight, per
nationality etc.

Concessionaire, Food & Beverage
shops (only aggregated sales data
obliged by law to provide)

Under
investigation

AIA_DR_40

Car parking data

Data regarding the car parking service that is not prebooked online, but on the spot.

Car parking company (CITIZEN)

Under
investigation

AIA_DR_41

Passenger Profiles

Nationality, Gender, Age, Frequent Flyer data per
passenger

Airlines, Booking systems, Travel
agencies, Telecom providers, Trip
planning apps

Under
investigation

AIA_DR_42

National and international airport
data

A full list of airports, with their codes, country, level,
etc.

Open data

AIA_DR_43

Historical airport weather data at
ground level

Weather (temperature, wind, humidity, etc.)
conditions in the Athens International Airport and in
Athens, in general

Open data

PACE_DR_01

Actual national and international
airport data library

Airport specifications including but not limited to
name, IATA, ICAO, Elevation, Latitude, Longitude,
Type of Airfield, APU Time, Taxi time, Runway PCN,
TORA, TODA, ASDA, LDA, Obstacles

Same as AIA_DR_42

PACE_DR_02

Historical airport weather data at
ground level

Statistical airport temperatures

OAG

PACE_DR_03

Historical en-route Weather Data

Statistical en-route temperatures and winds

UBIMET

Paths through the city/area for departure, Stars & Sids

OAG

OAG

Paths through the city/area for landing, Stars & Sids

OAG

OAG

Taxi time, fuel burn on ground,

Airport (AIA), OAG

OAG

PACE_DR_04
PACE_DR_05
PACE_DR_06

Historical Flights Departure Paths
(above FL100)
Historical Flights Arrival Paths
(above FL100)
Historical Airport Taxi In/Out Times

To be
available in
ICARUS
platform
To be
available in
ICARUS
platform
To be
available in
ICARUS
platform
OAG
Under
investigation
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ID

Data Asset Title

PACE_DR_07

Historical operational costs

PACE_DR_08

Historical flight schedule data

Description
To compare the costs between different airports, taxi
times, power costs, etc.
To retrieve actual operational data, e.g. passenger
load factors, for a multitude of flights

Potential Data Asset Provider2

Status

Airport (AIA)

N/A

OAG

OAG
Already
available and
used due to
a private
purchase
before and
outside
ICARUS
Discussion in
progress
with OAG
and GDS

ISI_DR_01

Origin-Destination bookings

Overall number of passengers per trip (source to
destination)

OAG

ISI_DR_02

Passenger stratification

Number of passengers per trip (booking from source
airport to destination airport) aggregated by age and
gender.

Booking systems, Airlines, GDS
(Global Distribution System), CRS
(Central Reservation System)

ISI_DR_03

Length of stay

Estimate of the time spent at destination by travelers
(distribution of). This can be inferred using return
tickets as a proxy.

OAG (check if return data upon
level of detail is defined by route,
aggregated by week/month),
Airlines, Booking data (to get
return tickets), hotel reservations

Discussion in
progress with
OAG and GDS

ISI_DR_04

Recurring travelers

Estimate distribution of travelers doing multiple trips
to the same destination (frequency/duration/...)

Airlines, Booking systems (Allow
for reviewing model)

Discussion in
progress with
OAG and GDS

ISI_DR_05

Historical passenger data

ISI_DR_06

Travelers’ wealth indicators

ISI_DR_07

Survey of International Air
Travelers

Number of passengers per trip (source to destination)
over multiple years, allowing to infer seasonality
patterns on the various routes
Information about the home address of passengers
could be used as a proxy for wealth status, which has
been shown to be an important factor estimating the
incidence of some infectious diseases
Overseas travel patterns and characteristics on
international travelers to and from the U.S.

OAG

OAG

Statistics, Open data
CIC Research, Inc / National Travel
and Tourism Office (USA)
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ID

CELLOCK_DR_01

Data Asset Title

Weather data

Description

Potential Data Asset Provider2

Weather data on each destination

Open data

Passengers demographics based on booking engines

Booking system, GDS, Airline

Flight Schedule

OAG

CELLOCK_DR_03

Passenger demographics (preflight)
Aircraft flight routes

CELLOCK_DR_04

Airport retail data

Sales from airport duty free shops

Same as AIA_DR_38

CELLOCK_DR_05

Flight Delays

Flight delays / cancelations

OAG

CELLOCK_DR_06

Booking data anonymized

Dates (booking, flights outbound and return), number
of travellers, sex (all travelers), age (all travelers),
nationality (all travelers),

Booking systems, Airlines, GDS
(Global Distribution System), CRS
(Central Reservation System)

CELLOCK_DR_07

Country demographic statistics
(e.g. GDP, population, etc.)

Any statistics related to country economic and
population data.

CELLOCK_DR_02

Status
available in
ICARUS
platform
To be
available in
ICARUS
platform
Under
investigation
OAG
Under
investigation
To be
available in
ICARUS
platform
Under
investigation
To be
available in
ICARUS
platform

Open data

In Table 3-15, the desired features of the data assets are reflected in detail. As expected, there are different expectations per demonstrator that mostly focus
on batch data and the historical data availability is a prerequisite in all cases (to train the data analytics algorithms). Such historical data are to be available
for at least 1 recent year or for minimum 2 years, with the exception of ISI_DR_04 that requests 5-10 years in order to get an appropriate mass of data for
analytics. The expected volume varies per data asset, but it provides a rough estimation of the scale of the data that the demonstrators need to get their
hands on. In terms of variety, most data assets should be structured, semi-structured or in any form. The preferable formats are naturally machine-readable
formats like json and xml. Finally, the veracity of the data tends to weight in towards pre-processed data at the moment.
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ID

AIA_DR_01

AIA_DR_02
AIA_DR_03
AIA_DR_04
AIA_DR_05
AIA_DR_06
AIA_DR_07
AIA_DR_08
AIA_DR_09

Expected
Volume
Daily, weekly or
monthly
aggregations per
trip. Each
aggregation
about 200000
records(?).
1000
records/message
s per day
1000
records/message
s per day
1000
records/message
s per day
1000
records/message
s per day
1000
records/message
s per day
1000
records/message
s per day
1000
records/message
s per day
1000
records/message
s per day

Variety

Type

Format

Velocity

Historical
Data
Availability

Historical Data
Frequency

Temporal
Coverage

Spatial
Coverage

Language

Veracity

Structured

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Global

English (but
not relevant)

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed
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ID

AIA_DR_10

AIA_DR_11

AIA_DR_12

AIA_DR_13

AIA_DR_14

AIA_DR_15

AIA_DR_16

AIA_DR_17

AIA_DR_18

Expected
Volume
1000
records/message
s per day
1000
records/message
s per day during
adverse weather
condition period
1000
records/message
s per day
100.000
records/message
s per day
1000
records/message
s per day
1000
records/message
s per day during
adverse weather
condition period
1000
records/message
s per day
Reference Data
1000 records per
season
200
records/message
s per day

Variety

Type

Format

Velocity

Historical
Data
Availability

Historical Data
Frequency

Temporal
Coverage

Spatial
Coverage

Language

Veracity

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Y

Yearly

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

Any

English

Preprocessed

Seasonal
(every 6
months)
Batch
(previous
day)

At least for one
year (recent)
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ID

Expected
Volume

Variety

Type

Format

Velocity

Historical
Data
Availability

Historical Data
Frequency

Temporal
Coverage

Spatial
Coverage

Language

Veracity

AIA_DR_19

2000
records/message
s per day

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

AIA_DR_20

N.A.

Any

Text

json/xml

Any

Y

Any

Any

Any

English

Preprocessed

AIA_DR_21

Reference Data
1000 records per
season

Any

Text

json/xml

Seasonal
(every 6
months)

Y

Yearly

Minimum two
last years

Any

English

Preprocessed

AIA_DR_22

Reference Data
1000 records per
season

Any

Text

json/xml

Seasonal
(every 6
months)

Y

Yearly

Minimum two
last years

Any

English

Preprocessed

AIA_DR_23

Reference Data
1000 records per
season

Any

Text

json/xml

Seasonal
(every 6
months)

Y

Yearly

Minimum two
last years

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Y

Seasonal (every
6 months)

Minimum two
last years

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Y

Seasonal (every
6 months)

Minimum two
last years

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Y

Seasonal (every
6 months)

Minimum two
last years

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

AIA_DR_24

AIA_DR_25

AIA_DR_26

AIA_DR_27

Reference Data
1000 records per
season
100 records per
airline approx
2000 per season
Reference Data
1000 records per
season
1000
records/message
s per day

Seasonal
(every 6
months)
Seasonal
(every 6
months)
Seasonal
(every 6
months)
Real time
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ID

AIA_DR_28
AIA_DR_29
AIA_DR_30
AIA_DR_31
AIA_DR_32
AIA_DR_33
AIA_DR_34
AIA_DR_35
AIA_DR_36
AIA_DR_37

Expected
Volume
1000
records/message
s per day
1000
records/message
s per day
1000
records/message
s per day
1000
records/message
s per day
1000
records/message
s per day
1000
records/message
s per day
1000
records/message
s per day
1000
records/message
s per day
1000
records/message
s per day
500
records/message
s per season

Variety

Type

Format

Velocity

Historical
Data
Availability

Historical Data
Frequency

Temporal
Coverage

Spatial
Coverage

Language

Veracity

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Y

Seasonal (every
6 months)

Minimum two
last years

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Y

Seasonal (every
6 months)

Minimum two
last years

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

at least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Y

Seasonal (every
6 months)

Minimum two
last years

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Y

Seasonal (every
6 months)

Minimum two
last years

Any

English

Preprocessed

Seasonal
(every 6
months)
Seasonal
(every 6
months)

Seasonal
(every 6
months)
Seasonal
(every 6
months)
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ID

AIA_DR_38
AIA_DR_39

Expected
Volume
10000
records/message
s per day
10000
records/message
s per day

Variety

Type

Format

Velocity

Historical
Data
Availability

Historical Data
Frequency

Temporal
Coverage

Spatial
Coverage

Language

Veracity

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time/
Batch

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time/
Batch

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

AIA_DR_40

N.A.

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time/
Batch

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

AIA_DR_41

50000
records/message
s per day

Any

Text

json/xml

Real time/
Batch

Y

Daily, weekly or
monthly

At least for one
year (recent)

Any

English

Preprocessed

At least for one
year (recent)

Global

English

Preprocessed

AIA_DR_42

N.A.

Any

Text

json/xml

Batch

Y

Per season (as
the airport
levels have
seasonality)

AIA_DR_43

N.A.

Any

Text

json/xml

Batch

Y

Per hour

At least for one
year (recent)

AIA

English

Raw / Preprocessed

PACE_DR_01

N.A.

Structured

Text

xml

Batch

N

N.A.

Any

Global

English

Any

PACE_DR_02

N.A.

Structured

Text

other

Batch

Y

Monthly/yearly

Any

Global

English

Any

PACE_DR_03

N.A.

Structured

Text

other

Batch

Y

Monthly/yearly

Any

Global

English

Any

PACE_DR_04

N.A.

Structured

Text

other

Batch

Y

Monthly/yearly

Any

Global

English

Any

PACE_DR_05

N.A.

Structured

Text

other

Batch

Y

Monthly/yearly

Any

Global

English

Any

PACE_DR_06

N.A.

Structured

Text

other

Batch

Y

Monthly/yearly

Any

Global

English

Any
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ID

Expected
Volume

Variety

Type

Format

Velocity

Historical
Data
Availability

Historical Data
Frequency

Temporal
Coverage

Spatial
Coverage

Language

Veracity

PACE_DR_07

N.A.

Structured

Text

other

Batch

Y

Monthly/yearly

Any

Global

English

Any

PACE_DR_08

N.A.

Structured

Text

other

Batch

Y

Monthly/yearly

Any

Global

English

Any

Structured

Text

Any

Batch

Y

Monthly

1 year

Global

English (but
not relevant)

Preprocessed

Structured

Text

Any

Batch

Y

Daily, weekly
or monthly

at least for one
year (recent)

Global

English (but
not relevant)

Preprocessed

Structured

Text

Any

Batch

Y

at least for one
year (recent)

Global

English (but
not relevant)

Preprocessed

Structured

Text

Any

Batch

Y

at least for one
year (recent)

Global

English (but
not relevant)

Preprocessed

Structured

Text

Any

Batch

Y

5 to 10 years

Global

English (but
not relevant)

Preprocessed

ISI_DR_01

ISI_DR_02

ISI_DR_03
ISI_DR_04

ISI_DR_05

Monthly
aggregations per
trip. Each
aggregation
about 200000
records.
Daily, weekly or
monthly
aggregations per
trip. Each
aggregation
about 200000
records(?).
Depends on the
format.
Depends on the
format.
Weekly or
monthly
aggregations per
trip. Each
aggregation
about 200000
records(?).

Depends on
format. Daily
granularity.
Yearly
aggregation

Weekly or
monthly
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ID

ISI_DR_06

ISI_DR_07

Expected
Volume
Depends on the
aggregation level
and format.
About 48000
survey
respondants, 10
features each.
About 4.5 Mb.

Variety

Type

Format

Velocity

Historical
Data
Availability

Historical Data
Frequency

Temporal
Coverage

Spatial
Coverage

Language

Veracity

Structured

Text

Any

Batch

Y

Monthly or
finer.

at least for one
year (recent)

Global

English (but
not relevant)

Preprocessed

Structured

Text

CSV

Batch

Y

Daily

Year 2018

Global
(to/from
US)

English

Preprocessed

Y

Any

Any

Any

English

Any

Y

Any

Any

Any

English

Any

Y

Any

Any

Any

English (but
not relevant)

Any

Y

Any

Any

Any

English (but
not relevant)

Any

Y

Any

Any

Any

English (but
not relevant)

Any

Y

Any

Any

Global

English (but
not relevant)

Any

Y

Any

Any

Global

English (but
not relevant)

Any

CELLOCK_DR_01

N.A.

Structured

Text

json

CELLOCK_DR_02

N.A.

Structured

Text

json

CELLOCK_DR_03

N.A.

Structured

Text

json

CELLOCK_DR_04

N.A.

Structured

Text

json

CELLOCK_DR_05

N.A.

Structured

Text

json

CELLOCK_DR_06

N.A.

Structured

Text

json

CELLOCK_DR_07

N.A.

Structured

Text

json

Batch/
Near Real
Time
Batch/
Near Real
Time
Batch/
Near Real
Time
Batch/
Near Real
Time
Batch/
Near Real
Time
Batch/
Near Real
Time
Batch/
Near Real
Time

Table 3-15: ICARUS Demonstrators Data Needs Profiling – Data Assets Desired Features
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It is acknowledged by the demonstrators that the data that are needed are typically proprietary, so
they would be eventually willing to pay a subscription fee or follow a PAYG pricing mode in the future
in order to get access to the assets, preferably as downloadable files or via APIs. The preliminary
intentions for analysis of the data assets, apart from liking to other available data sources, is defined
in detail in the ICARUS Deliverable D2.3. It is worth noting that anonymization concerns are not
generally raised since the demonstrators expect pre-processed data, e.g. aggregated distributions.
However, if raw data, from which to derive the distributions, are taken into consideration,
anonymization would be then required.

3.3 ICARUS Data Assessment
3.3.1

Data Positioning to ICARUS Data Tiers

With the data assets that have been identified in the previous sections (3.1-3.2) updating the
preliminary demonstrator-related data collection activities (that shall continue and evolve in WP5),
ICARUS shall provide tangible access to data generated by the aviation data value chain across its three
core tiers (defined and adopted in ICARUS):
•

Data Tier 1: Primary Aviation Data consists of aircraft sensor data, scheduled route plans,
airport traffic, fuel emissions, passenger data that pile up in heaps of data in every flight.
Typical data providers include airports, airlines, and aircraft manufacturers.

•

Data Tier 2: Extra-Aviation Data features data collected by airport services providers, and
aviation-related service providers. Such data concern passengers’ profiles which are
complemented by Linked Open Data (indicatively weather, environment) and other historical
data.

•

Data Tier 3: Aviation-derived & Aviation-combined Data contains data and knowledge from
other sectors (like Health, Tourism, Public Sector) that can be combined with aviation data
from tiers 1 and 2 to produce new derived data and create new knowledge that would be
impossible to deduce otherwise.

Figure 3-1 depicts the positioning of the different data assets that belong to the ICARUS consortium
(demonstrators and OAG), on the ICARUS data value chain. As it can be easily noticed, the data that
are already available to the consortium enlist 28 data assets that belong to the Data Tier 1, 6 data
assets classified in the Data Tier 2 and 3 data assets under Data Tier 3.
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Figure 3-1: ICARUS Data Assets Available classified in the tiers of the aviation data value chain
With regard to the ICARUS demonstrators needs, Figure 3-2 visualizes the up-to-date needs for
different data assets that the demonstrators have identified in their demonstrator scenarios and in
their organizations, in general.

Figure 3-2: ICARUS Data Assets needed as classified in the tiers of the aviation data value chain
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As it can be easily noticed, the majority of the data assets that are needed by the demonstrators fall
within the 1st and 2nd tier of the value chain. They typically originate from airlines or service providers
like ground handling companies and airlines, which ICARUS shall strive to bring on board to share their
data assets in ICARUS in a win-win manner.

3.3.2

ICARUS Demonstrators Data High-level Evaluation

In order to gain some high-level insights on the data quality of the data that the demonstrators
currently have at their disposal (as documented in sections 3.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.1.3, 3.1.4), a high-level
evaluation was performed by the demonstrators as presented in Table 3-16. The criteria that were
assessed include:
•

Accuracy as a measure of correctness and precision, e.g. whether the dataset is error-free,
ranked from 1 (Low) to 5 (High).

•

Completeness as the degree to which a data asset is sufficient in scope and depth, also ranked
from 1 (Low) to 5 (High).

•

Timeliness defining for how long a data asset remains up-to-date.

According to the demonstrators, the data assets they have at their disposal and shall make available
through ICARUS are broadly of high quality and completeness while they are expected to remain
useful for some years to indefinitely.
Table 3-16: ICARUS Demonstrators Data Assets Available Assessment
ID
AIA_01
AIA_02
AIA_03
AIA_04
AIA_05
AIA_06
AIA_07
AIA_08
AIA_09
AIA_10
AIA_11
PACE_01
PACE_02
PACE_03
PACE_04
PACE_05
PACE_06
PACE_07
PACE_08
ISI_01

Data Asset Title
Time stamps and status of ground
handling processes
Checked passengers per flight
Expected passengers per flight
Connecting passengers per flight
Passengers who need assistance per
flight
Gate open time
Flight Schedule
Flight Plans
Delays (technical or operational)
Availability and unavailability of airport
Infrastructure (parking stands)
ATC (Aircraft touchdown / take off time,
CTOT, TOBT, Minimum taxi time)
Generic routes comparison
Notional aircraft performance data
Notional airport data library
Notional weather data
Notional en-route weather data
Notional airport taxi in/out times
Notional operational costs
Notional passenger loading data
Population data

Accuracy

Completeness

Timeliness

5

5

Indefinitely

5
5
5

5
5
5

Indefinitely
Indefinitely
Indefinitely

5

5

Indefinitely

5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5

Indefinitely
Indefinitely
Indefinitely
Indefinitely

5

5

Indefinitely

5

5

Indefinitely

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4

Indefinitely
Indefinitely
Indefinitely
Indefinitely
Indefinitely
Indefinitely
Indefinitely
Indefinitely
A few years
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ID
ISI_02
ISI_03
CELLOCK_01
CELLOCK_02
CELLOCK_03
CELLOCK_04
CELLOCK_05
CELLOCK_06
CELLOCK_07

3.3.3

Data Asset Title
GLEAM Simulation output
Virus & infections data
Retail and F&B in-flight sales
Number of Passengers
In-flight, IFE Passenger data
IFE Content data
Crew Schedule
Airplane Loading for F & B
Flights Discrepancies

Accuracy

Completeness

Timeliness

N.A.
4
5
5
3
3
5
5
5

4
4
5
5
2
2
5
5
5

N.A.
A few years
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

Initial Data Needs Prioritization in ICARUS

In order to prioritize the preliminary data needs expressed by the demonstrators, an initial ranking
was performed by the demonstrators regarding the relevance of a data asset for the demonstrator (as
an organization) and the importance (criticality) for the implementation of the demonstrator scenarios
that have been elaborated in D5.2. Both criteria have been assessed from 1 (Low) to 5 (High).
As depicted in Figure 3-3, the perception of the data needs that the different demonstrators have
expressed has significantly deviated from D1.1 as the demonstrator scenarios have evolved and
stabilized. It is expected that there will be further data-related discussions and emerging needs of the
demonstrators as they experiment with the ICARUS platform, that will be addressed as the
demonstrators are executed in the context of WP5.
A number of data assets (13, in total) is considered as of high importance and of high relevance by the
all demonstrators, with 13 more data assets following behind, with medium importance for the
ICARUS demonstrator scenarios, but will high relevance to the respective organizations. A number of
data assets (6 in total) are considered of medium-to-low importance and relevance while AIA has
identified further data assets (32 in total) that are very relevant to AIA as an organization, but are with
low importance for the execution of the ICARUS-specific demonstrator scenarios.
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Figure 3-3: Initial assessment of the ICARUS Data Assets needed
In addition, the data assets of each demonstrator as documented in sections 3.1.1-3.1.4 were studied
and cross-checked again by the rest of the demonstrators in order to identify common data needs and
requirements and eventually facilitate the prioritization of the data assets. As noted in Figure 3-4, a
number of data assets needed from airlines and identified by AIA (e.g. AIA_DR_21, 22, 26) are also
very relevant for PACE. Two data assets defined by AIA are also relevant to different degrees by ISI
(AIA_DR_35 characterized as low relevance and AIA_DR_41 as high relevance). A data asset proposed
by PACE (PACE_DR_02) is of low relevance to ISI. PACE and CELLOCK have common need for 2 data
assets, namely CELLOCK_DR_03 and CELLOCK_DR_05) while ISI would be also highly interested in
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CELLOCK_DR_02, put forward as a data asset needed by CELLOCK. Finally, it is worth underlying that
similar needs for data assets regarding: (a) international airport data (AIA_DR_42 and PACE_DR_01)
are expressed by AIA and PACE, (b) passenger demographics (CELLOCK_DR_02 and AIA_DR_35) and
airport retail data (CELLOCK_DR_04 and AIA_DR_38) have been identified by CELLOCK and AIA, and
(c) anonymized booking data (ISI_DR_02 and CELLOCK_DR_06) are mentioned by ISI and CELLOCK.

Figure 3-4: Interrelations among the ICARUS demonstrators regarding the data assets needed (note:
the numbers on the arrow signify relevance for other demonstrators, the boxes on data assets depict similarity among
different assets)
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4

ICARUS Methodology and MVP

This section presents the updates related to T1.4. More precisely, it presents the updates on ICARUS
Methodology which lead to its final definition taking into consideration the outcomes of D2.1 and
D2.2. Furthermore, this section provides the revised High-level Scenarios which are based on the final
definition of the ICARUS Methodology. Finally, the updated and final definition of the ICARUS MVP is
presented.

4.1 ICARUS Updated Methodology
The aim of the ICARUS Methodology is to provide a well-constructed and meaningful workflow that
will act as a guideline for the development of ICARUS Platform and Ecosystem and will ensure that
alignment on ICARUS offerings is reached among all ICARUS partners. This section finalises the
definition of the ICARUS Methodology and emphasizes on describing the updates and modifications
from the initial definition in D1.2.
The initial definition of the ICARUS Methodology that was presented in D1.2, consisted of a set of
interactive phases which illustrated how the different stakeholders (either providers or consumers)
interact with ICARUS. More precisely, the initial Phases of the Methodology were defined as follows:
•

Phase I - Data Collection: facilitates the data retrieval from various sources, enables privacy
protection of the individuals described in the data through data anonymization, performs data
quality checks and provides data curation mechanisms to ensure data of high quality and
finally, registers (checks-in) the data in a way that is compliant with the data provider’s IPR.

•

Phase II - Data Enrichment: involves the enrichment of data with machine-readable metadata
and additional information based on aviation-specific ontologies and facilitates the linking of
data assets with other relevant sources that exist in ICARUS.

•

Phase III - Asset Storage: describes the appropriate aspects and challenges that need to be
considered in order for ICARUS to host the data and service assets in a secure and efficient
manner.

•

Phase IV - Asset Exploration and Extraction: includes the indexing of assets that will be hosted
in ICARUS, as well as the asset searching and exporting mechanisms, so as to explore data and
service assets.

•

Phase V - Data Analytics: refers to the analysis of data assets upon which state-of-the-art data
analytics algorithms can be applied, as well as visualization approaches through respective
charts and plots.

•

Phase VI - Added Value Services: consists of an asset sharing mechanism that is responsible
for sharing assets between asset providers and consumers, as well as recommendation and
notification services that aim to enhance asset discoverability and assist the stakeholders.

•

Phase VII - Service Collection: describes the process in which the stakeholders can register
their own implemented algorithm that will be translated into a service asset in ICARUS.
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Figure 4-1: The initial definition of the ICARUS Methodology in D1.2
The demonstrators’ requirements as reflected in the various brainstorming sessions that were
contacted in the previous months have revealed some issues that needed to be solved. The most
important matter was the data security regarding data leakage and exposure of sensitive information
to unauthorized personnel. For this reason, it is considered critical to increase the security level of
ICARUS and to include encryption of the data, allowing only the authorized stakeholders to view the
data. The encryption process will take place in an “on-premise” environment, running locally to the
data provider’s machine in order to prepare the data before uploading it to ICARUS. In this local
environment, the data will be filtered and anonymized, before being encrypted and uploaded in
ICARUS. There are also other minor changes in the Methodology which are mostly re-ordering of the
steps or steps that have been merged. More details about the updates are listed in the following
sections.
An overview of the updated and final methodology is the following:
•

Phase I - Data Collection: in the data provider’s on-premise environment, the data is filtered,
enriched with semantic annotations, anonymized and encrypted. Then, the data is uploaded
in ICARUS and registered, according to the data provider’s IPRs.

•

Phase II - Asset Storage and Indexing: related to the appropriate aspects for storing the data
and application assets, as well as the indexing of them in order to efficiently retrieved later.
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•

Phase III - Asset Exploration and Extraction: related to the asset exploration which includes
the asset searching process and the asset recommendations, as well as the extraction of the
assets on the asset consumers’ side.

•

Phase IV - Data Analytics: consists of the process in which the data consumers allocate
resources for performing analytical tasks, the data decryption process in order to be analysed,
the analysis and visualization of the data and the procedure of storing their analytical
workflow for later use or sharing with others.

•

Phase V - Added Value Services: the additional services of ICARUS that include the ICARUS
Asset Sharing service that ensures the permitted use of each asset and provide notifications
to the stakeholders and aggregated statistics about the usage of the assets and the platform
in general

•

Phase VI - Application Collection: describes the process in which the stakeholders can register
their own implemented algorithm or their analytics workflows that will be translated into an
application asset in ICARUS.

Figure 4-2: The updated definition of the ICARUS Methodology
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4.1.1

Phase I: Data Collection

As described in D1.2 (initial “Phase I: Data Collection”), Data Collection is the phase of the ICARUS
Methodology that is responsible for accessing, preparing and retrieval of data from various sources
across different aviation-related domains. Such data can be either open data to the public (e.g.
weather data), private data owned by businesses and organizations (e.g. data from airports or airlines)
or confidential data related to individuals (e.g. passengers’ data).
In D1.2, it was stated that in the phase of Data Collection, the data are not permanently stored in the
ICARUS Storage (initial “Phase III: Asset Storage”), but they are temporarily stored throughout these
steps. In the Updated Methodology, it is agreed that this phase runs in the data provider’s local
environment (“on-premise” environment) in order to decrease the possibility of data leakage and
exposure of sensitive information. However, for open data, the steps of this phase can be performed
in the platform.

Figure 4-3: ICARUS Data Collection Phase
This phase begins with the Data Cleaning step which is responsible for performing data quality checks
of the data to ensure the integrity and veracity of the data, as well as data curation mechanisms to
filter and clean the data from inconsistencies and errors. The Data Cleaning step wraps up the initial
“Step I.3: Data Quality Check” and “Step I.4: Data Curation” of D1.2 and can be avoided depending on
the data provider’s will.
The second step is the Data Mapping that corresponds to the harmonization process of the data. This
step is related to the “Step II.1: Semantic Enrichment and Annotation” of D1.2 as it provides the
required semantic annotation techniques to the data providers for mapping their data to the ICARUS
common aviation model. In this way, the data are enriched with concepts from aviation-related
vocabularies, ontologies and semantic models in a semi-automatic way. Moreover, Data Mapping step
is also related to “Step II.2: Data Linking” of D1.2 as it is responsible to facilitate the data linking process
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(updated “Step IV.3: Data Linking”) with other similar datasets. The data provider is not allowed to
skip the mapping step.
The following step is the Data Anonymization. This step is the same as “Step I.2: Data Anonymization”
of D1.2 and is responsible to provide the functionalities needed so as to remove or filter sensitive
information and ensure the privacy protection of individuals described in the data. The difference in
the updated step is that it has been decided that ICARUS will offer an on-premise environment to
allow the data providers to anonymize their data in their local machines. Therefore, the data providers
have the responsibility of anonymizing their data according to their internal policies for sharing
sensitive information. However, if the data does not contain such information, the data providers can
skip this step.
After the Data Anonymization step comes the Data Encryption which didn’t exist in the initial
Methodology of D1.2. In this step, the data is encoded in such a way that only authorized parties (i.e.
the data owner/provider and the data consumers that are entitled to use them) can access it and view
its content (more details in “Added Steps - Data Encryption / Decryption”). The Data Encryption was
added after evaluating the stakeholders need of increased security as it allows them to securely
protect their data and prevent any unauthorized party from using them. This is very important for
conceiving the stakeholders to trust ICARUS for sharing their data.
Data Check-In is the next important step which is the same as the initial “Step I.5: Data Check-In” of
D1.2 and aims to register (checked-in) the data in a way that data policy definition is obeyed and
compliant with the data provider’s IPR. This step is responsible for the data profiling and licensing, so
as to effectively expand or restrict the actions that a data consumer is allowed to perform upon each
data asset and grant permissions based on the idea that certain terms have to be met. The Data CheckIn is an essential step of the phase of Data Collection, as it defines the data provider’s terms in order
to share its data within ICARUS in accordance with the ICARUS metadata schema. In addition, in this
step, the data provider defines in detail the access policies that the ICARUS platform should enforce
(as described in D2.1).
Finally, there is the Data Uploading step in which the data files of various formats (e.g. CSV, JSON,
XML, etc.) are uploaded in ICARUS. This is related to the initial “Step I.1: Data Retrieval” of D1.2,
however, it is the last step of the Data Collection phase instead of the first step. The reason for this
change is the decision of using the on-premise environment to prepare the data before the uploading
process. It is important to mention that Data Uploading can be still performed after the Data Mapping
step, if a data file is open for the public and the whole procedure of preparing the data will be
performed in the platform.
The overview of the Data Collection phase, which consists of obligatory and optional steps, is the
following:
•

Step I.1: Data Cleaning

•

Step I.2: Data Mapping

•

Step I.3: Data Anonymization
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•

Step I.4: Data Encryption

•

Step I.5: Data Check-In

•

Step I.6: Data Uploading

4.1.2

Phase II: Asset Storage and Indexing

This phase of the ICARUS Methodology describes the appropriate aspects and challenges that need to
be considered in order for ICARUS to host the data and application assets in a secure and efficient
manner. It is well-described in D1.2 (initial “Phase III: Asset Storage”) and it follows the Data Collection
phase (updated Phase I).
Within the updated Methodology, it also includes the indexing aspects (the first part of the initial “Step
IV.1: Asset Indexing and Searching” in D1.2). The indexing part is responsible for the creation of an
index of the data assets and their metadata based on their type for increasing the efficiency of
retrieving the assets (more details in the updated “Step III.1: Asset Searching”).
Hence, the holistic goal of the updated “Asset Storage and Indexing” phase is to provide the big data
storage capabilities of the ICARUS platform for storing and managing large amount of (typically
encrypted) data in structured or unstructured format. In addition, it provides indexing capabilities over
various complex assets in a flexible and efficient manner.

4.1.3

Phase III: Asset Exploration and Extraction

In D1.2, the phase of Asset Exploration and Extraction was defined as the phase responsible to provide
the mechanisms for searching, retrieving and exporting the data and application assets of the ICARUS
repository. This phase is strongly connected with the previous phase of Asset Storage and Indexing
(updated “Phase II: Asset Storage and Indexing”) and targets the users acting as Data Consumers.
The initial version included the steps of “Asset Indexing and Searching” and “Asset Export” (initial Step
IV.1 and Step IV.2 respectively). However, as previously mentioned, the indexing of the assets is
removed of this phase of the updated Methodology and it is included in “Phase II: Asset Storage and
Indexing”. In addition, the updated phase includes the Recommendations step which was previously
included in the initial “Phase VI: Added Value Services” of D1.2.
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Figure 4-4: ICARUS Asset Exploration and Extraction Phase
The first step of the updated phase is the Asset Searching which is responsible for the query
transformation and execution in order to display the results to the stakeholders in a user-friendly way.
This step is related to the second part of the “Step IV.1: Asset Indexing and Searching” of D1.2 and
provides functionalities such as dynamic field selection and filter definition, enabling each stakeholder
to search for open or proprietary assets, as well as assets that the stakeholder owns.
The next step that is heavily connected to the Asset Searching is the Asset Recommendation. In the
initial Methodology of D1.2, the Recommendation step was included in “Phase VI: Added Value
Services”, but it is now included in the current phase. The reason for this change is that the
recommendation functionalities of ICARUS enable the data asset exploration and discoverability.
More specifically, the Asset Recommendation aims to provide recommendations and suggestions for
additional related data assets which can be explored or utilized during the Asset Searching step. Based
on the stakeholders’ personal preferences and exploration history (e.g. searches, views, purchases,
etc.), as well as the topics and semantic metadata of data assets, the Asset Recommendation supports
the retrieval and display of accurate recommendations for data assets. The recommendations will be
based on different types of approaches such as the content-based, user-based and item-based
recommendation techniques (more details in Phase VI of D1.2).
The final step of this phase is the Asset Export. This is an optional step that can be triggered by the
stakeholders, if they decide to download assets and use them outside of ICARUS. This step provides
the stakeholders with efficient mechanisms to export the assets. It is important to mention that this
step is also supervised by the ICARUS Asset Sharing service so as to ensure the asset providers’ IPRs.
After the assets are downloaded in the stakeholder’s local machine, the assets are decrypted in their
true format (more details for the decryption process in “Added Steps - Data Encryption / Decryption”).
The overview of the Asset Exploration and Extraction phase is the following:
•

Step III.1: Asset Searching
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•

Step III.2: Asset Recommendation

•

Step III.3: Asset Export

4.1.4

Phase IV: Data Analytics

Data Analytics is the phase of ICARUS Methodology which targets the data consumers as they aim to
leverage their data and extract meaningful insights in order to identify useful sets of relationships and
trends. In this phase, the stakeholders are able to transform, analyze and visualize their data to acquire
knowledge or solve different tasks (e.g. regression, forecasting etc.) using various techniques based
on statistical processing, data mining and machine learning.

Figure 4-5: ICARUS Data Analytics Phase
In addition to the initial Methodology described in D1.2 (“Phase V - Data Analytics”), this phase is
enhanced with additional steps that are required to cover the stakeholders’ needs. These steps are
the “Resource Allocation” which is needed for analyzing the data, the “Data Decryption” as the data
are encrypted and cannot be analyzed and the “Analytics Workflow Storing” for saving the analytical
workflow that was followed in the analysis.
Before a data consumer proceeds to the analysis, it is essential to allocate computational resources;
hence, the Resource Allocation is the first step of the phase. The responsibility of this step is to enable
the user to deploy and customize the computational resources needed to perform the analysis in a
secure private space. In this private space, the allocated resources are guaranteed for the user until
he/she completes the analysis and releases the resources (more details in “Added Steps - Resource
Allocation”).
With the purpose of analyzing a data asset, it is required for the data to be restored their original form.
Therefore, the next step is the Data Decryption which is responsible to provide the mechanisms for
transforming the data into their original form (more details in “Added Steps - Data Encryption /
Decryption”). To achieve this, the data consumer needs to have the corresponding decryption key that
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is allowed to have only if the stakeholder is entitled to use the data asset in accordance with the
agreement achieved with the data provider. To verify that the stakeholder has this permission, the
ICARUS Asset Sharing service (updated “Service V.1: Asset Sharing”) supervises this procedure.
When the Data Decryption step is completed and the data are restored to their original form, the
stakeholder may decide to combine multiple data assets, either open data or data that has purchased.
In this case, the Data Linking step is activated. As described in “Step II.2: Data Linking” of D1.2, Data
Linking is responsible for the assessment of the data asset’s compatibility with other data assets that
exist within ICARUS. This assessment is also supervised by the ICARUS Asset Sharing service (more
details in the updated “Service V.1: Asset Sharing”) that forbids stakeholders to use data assets that
do not have the appropriate permissions. Moreover, Data Linking is responsible for identifying the
relationship between the data assets based on their metadata (more details in “Step I.2: Data
Mapping”) and their structure (based on their mappings to the underlying ICARUS common aviation
data model), and the procedure of combining them accordingly.
Subsequently after the selection of the data assets, the data consumer can proceed to the Data
Analytics step. As described in D1.2 (“Step V.1: Data Analysis”), the data consumers are able to select
different algorithms and configure them according to their needs. The data consumers are also able
to apply multiple algorithms sequentially by building a workflow of algorithms in order to perform a
series of transformations and analyses to their data and succeed their goal.
In addition, Data Visualization step, which was described in detailed in D1.2 (“Step V.2: Data
Visualization”), provides a set of advanced visualization capabilities using different charts and plots.
The aim of this step is to enable the data consumers to better understand the data and the patterns
that are derived from the analysis of the data assets, in a more user-friendly representation.
Considering that the Data Analytics and Data Visualization steps can be used iteratively, analytics
workflows can be created. Hence, Analytics Workflow Storing is the final step of this phase and it aims
to allow the users to create a report that contains all the information of the workflow that was
followed for the specific analysis. More precisely, this information is related to the data assets that
were used, the algorithms applied and their configurations, as well as the corresponding visualization
schemes. Such reports can be stored with the purpose of allowing their creators to reuse the designed
analytics workflows at any time, as well as sharing them among other stakeholders (more details in
“Added Steps - Analytics Workflow Storing”). This sharing can be achieved by defining a license that
will be supervised by ICARUS Asset Sharing service (updated “Service V.1: Asset Sharing”).
The overview of the Data Analytics phase is the following:
•

Step IV.1: Resource Allocation

•

Step IV.2: Data Decryption

•

Step IV.3: Data Linking

•

Step IV.4: Data Analysis

•

Step IV.5: Data Visualization

•

Step IV.6: Analytics Workflow Storing
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4.1.5

Phase V: Added Value Services

This phase describes the additional services that are provided by ICARUS which are the Asset Sharing
and the Notifications services. In contrast to D1.2 which consisted a recommendation service
(previously known as “Recommendations”), this phase encloses a Usage Analytics service. These are
not sequential steps, but they are additional services that are provided throughout all methodology
phases.
One of the critical added value services that ICARUS aims to provide is the Asset Sharing. This
blockchain-based sharing service aims to link asset providers and asset consumers and generate micro
contracts in order to facilitate and ensure the secure and trustworthy exchange of assets. The Asset
Sharing service is responsible for the supervision of the execution of data sharing contracts over data
and application assets, ensuring the sharing modalities under which the specific assets were provided
(more details in D1.2, “Phase VI: Added Value Services - Asset Sharing”).
In addition, this phase provides the Notifications service that is responsible for providing any updated
information to the stakeholders with regards to the data assets and their scheduled analytics jobs.
More precisely, it notifies stakeholders about the availability of new data assets that may interest
them according to their preferences. Furthermore, it provides notifications for any updates on existing
data assets that the stakeholders are entitled to use, as well as any updates on the execution status
of their scheduled analytics jobs (e.g. successful completion, failure due to lack of resources, etc.).
Moreover, notifications are sent to the data providers when data consumers request their data assets,
as well as notifications to the data consumers that request data assets about the approval or rejection
of their request (more details in “Phase VI: Added Value Services - Notifications”).
Finally, the newly added Usage Analytics service is responsible for collecting, aggregating and
visualizing the usage of the various assets of ICARUS in order to enable the stakeholders to extract
useful insights and statistics. This service records the stakeholders’ behavior in various levels such as
the usage and adoption of specific features or services and the usage of each data or application asset
(more details in “Added Steps - Usage Analytics”).
The overview of the Added Value Services phase is the following:
•

Service V.1: Asset Sharing

•

Service V.2: Notifications

•

Service V.3: Usage Analytics

4.1.6

Phase VI: Application Collection

The phase of Application Collection is responsible for managing the applications assets in ICARUS. This
can be related to custom implemented algorithms or analytics workflows (i.e. reports containing data,
algorithms and visualizations) designed by the stakeholders. This phase does not have any changes
compared to D1.2 (initial “Phase VII: Service Collection”), except for the renaming of “service assets”
as “application assets”.
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Figure 4-6: ICARUS Application Collection Phase
At the beginning, a stakeholder has to define terms and conditions of sharing and provide all the
metadata that are related to the application asset. This step is called Application Check-In and is
responsible for facilitating the registration of the application assets in ICARUS (more details in “Step
VII.1: Service Check-In” of D1.2).
Afterwards, the phase proceeds with the Testing and Assessment step. This step requires custom
algorithms that will be translated to application assets to be tested and assessed prior to their
inclusion in ICARUS, e.g. based on some predefined Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) (more details
in “Step VII.2: Testing and Assessment” of D1.2). About the analytics workflows, there is no need for
the latter.
Finally, the step of Application Asset Review is conducted by a member of the ICARUS team acting as
moderator. This moderator will decide if the application asset will be approved and offered by ICARUS
or if it will be rejected based on the various tests of the Testing and Assessment step (more details in
“Step VII.3: Service Asset Review” of D1.2).
The overview of the Application Collection phase is the following:
•

Step VI.1: Application Check-In

•

Step VI.2: Testing and Assessment

•

Step VI.3: Application Asset Review

4.1.7

Added Steps

This section provides more details of the new steps and services that were added in the ICARUS
Methodology compared to the initial definition of the Methodology.

4.1.7.1

Data Encryption / Decryption

Data Encryption is the process of translating data into another form in such a way that only authorized
parties can access it, using a secret key (formally known as “decryption key”) [1]. This process aims to
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protect the confidentiality of digital data while data is stored on a machine or transmitted through the
network. Data Decryption is the exact opposite process which translates the encrypted data (also
known as “ciphertext”) into their original form (also known as “plaintext”).
The encryption is a straightforward process in which the plaintext is encrypted with an encryption
algorithm (also known as “cipher”) and an encryption key. This method results in ciphertext which can
only be viewed in its original form if it is decrypted with the correct key. There are two main types of
data encryption methods: symmetric encryption and asymmetric encryption (also known as publickey encryption). In symmetric-key ciphers, the encryption and decryption keys are the same, hence,
the communicating parties must have the same key in order to achieve secure communication [2]. On
the other hand, asymmetric-key ciphers use two different keys: one public that can be shared with
everyone and one private that must be protected [3].
In ICARUS, the security and privacy of the data assets is critical, thus data assets should be stored
encrypted for security reasons so as unauthorized access is prevented and privacy is safeguarded.
Within this scope, the Encryption and Decryption steps of the ICARUS Methodology are responsible
to provide the encryption mechanisms to the data providers and the appropriate decryption
mechanisms to the authorized data consumers. The data providers are able to encrypt their data
assets in their on-premise environment before uploading them to ICARUS. On the other hand, the
authorized data consumers will be able to decrypt the data assets either in their on-premise
environment after exporting them (more details in “Step III.3: Asset Export”) or when analyzing the
data assets in their secure private space (“Step IV.2: Data Decryption”).
Even though encryption is a highly effective and secure way of protecting the data, there are
challenges that need to be considered. Unauthorized parties may try to access the data by brute force,
that is trying random keys until the right one is found. For this reason, the length of the key is
important as it determines the possible number of keys. The encryption strength is directly
proportional to the key size, but as the key size increases so do the number of resources required to
perform the computation. Another possible method for breaking a cipher includes side-channel
attacks which focuses on the implementation of the cipher, rather than the actual cipher itself.
Similarly, cryptanalysis is another such method that aims to find a weakness in the cipher and
exploiting it.

4.1.7.2

Resource Allocation

Resource Allocation is the first step of the Data Analytics phase (Phase IV - Step IV.1) and is responsible
for the allocation of computational resources among the data consumers. This is an essential step that
needs to be done in order for the data consumers to perform their analytical tasks. As briefly
mentioned in D1.2, every stakeholder in ICARUS is able to deploy and customize a secure private space
so as to run their experiments on the data assets that are entitled to use. This private space will consist
of the computational resources needed to perform their analysis in a secure and isolated environment.
The computational resources can be allocated in the form of virtual machines (VMs) by utilizing a set
of techniques and technologies that will enable the simple, efficient and secure deployment of the
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private space. In this virtual environment, the resources will be guaranteed to the stakeholders for
executing their various analytical and visualization tasks. When all the tasks are completed and the
private space is no longer needed, this step is responsible to erase the private space including all the
traces of confidential data that the data consumers used in their analysis.

4.1.7.3

Analytics Workflow Storing

In ICARUS, an Analytics Workflow is a set of selected data assets, data analysis algorithms along with
their corresponding parameters, as well as a set of selected visualizations. The step of Analytics
Workflow Storing (Step IV.6) is responsible for collecting all the required metadata of the previously
mentioned information that stakeholders followed to perform their analysis and create a report.
In the phase of Data Analytics (Phase IV), data consumers are able to select the list of desired data
assets, from the list of data assets that are entitled to use, that will be used as the input to their
analysis. Subsequently, they can choose one or more of their preferred analytics algorithms from the
extended list of algorithms that are offered by ICARUS, so as to transform and produce the desired
outcome. Moreover, depending on the selected algorithm, the data consumers are able to set the
corresponding parameters in order to further personalize the algorithm execution according to their
needs. In the same time, they are able to select advanced visualization schemes from a list that is also
provided by ICARUS.
All the details of the above procedure can be stored as an Analytics Workflow by the data consumers.
This enables the stakeholders to save their progress, as well as reload, modify and reuse it later.
Furthermore, the Analytics Workflows can be shared with the rest of the stakeholders through a
sharing license that is defined by the stakeholder that created it. Otherwise, its owner may decide not
to share the Analytics Workflow and keep it for private use only.

4.1.7.4

Usage Analytics

Usage Analytics (Service V.3) is a service that is added to the updated Methodology of ICARUS and
aims to provide detailed analysis of users’ interactions within ICARUS. Its responsibility is to collect,
analyze and visualize the usage of the various services and data assets of ICARUS in order to enable
the users to extract useful insights and statistics.
At first, this service retrieves statistical information about the user’s behavior in various levels such as
the usage and adoption specific data or application assets. Then, this information needs to be analyzed
and aggregated so as to be provided to the users, both data providers and consumers. Finally, the
aggregated statistics can be visualized in an intuitive dashboard in order to enable them to better
understand users’ behavior at various levels, such as which features are adopted, and which are
ignored. It is important to state that the provided information is aggregated statistics about each data
and application asset that should not reveal any information of the individual users.
Usage Analytics provides information related to each data asset purchased or used in analytics jobs,
algorithm applied for any task, visualization scheme for showing original or modified data. For
instance, indicative metrics for the data assets can refer to the number of views, number of purchases,
number of appearances in search results, number of analytical tasks that were applied on it and so on.
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As for the applications (algorithms, visualization types, etc.), indicative metrics can be related to the
number of times the application was used, number of users that utilized the application, last time the
application was used, etc. Furthermore, platform specific metrics can be also considered like the
number of active/total users, number of active/total sessions, number of new users per month, etc.

4.2 ICARUS Updated High Level Scenarios
The ICARUS High-level Scenarios are presented as workflow diagrams (i.e. clear sequences of steps)
and aim to describe the high-level process that a stakeholder would follow in order to achieve her
business objectives. The initial scenarios were described in D1.2 and they were based on the initial
definition of the ICARUS Methodology. Based on the updated definition of the ICARUS Methodology
(as described in Section 4.1), this section presents the updated workflows, along with the
corresponding adjustments in the Scenarios’ description.
In D1.2, after collecting feedback from brainstorming activities with all the members of the
consortium, five scenarios were chosen as representative of all core differentiated ICARUS users that
correspond to real life ICARUS utilization cases relevant to the stakeholders’ needs. These scenarios
involve four different groups of users, namely data providers (i.e. provide their own data asset), data
consumers (i.e. consume data assets that are offered through ICARUS), application providers (i.e.
share their own application assets such as a custom-implemented algorithm) and application
consumers (i.e. consume application assets that are offered through ICARUS). The scenarios that were
presented are the following:
1. Data Upload and Download: describes the workflow of a stakeholder that utilizes the
preprocessing mechanisms (e.g. anonymization, cleaning, etc.) of ICARUS to modify her data
without storing the data to ICARUS.
2. Data Upload and Analysis: describes the workflow of a stakeholder that uploads her data to
ICARUS in order to perform various analytics tasks for private purpose only.
3. Data Upload and Sharing: in contrast with Scenario 2, the stakeholder uploads her data in
order to share it to other stakeholders by setting her terms and conditions.
4. Application Upload and Sharing: similar to Scenario 3, but in this case, a stakeholder uploads
her application, setting her terms and conditions in order to share it to other stakeholders.
5. Data Update: describes the workflow in which a data provider updates an existing data asset
that is offered though ICARUS.
6. Data Exploration, Analysis and Sharing: describes the workflow of a stakeholder that explores
and acquires data assets from the ICARUS repository, perform various analytics tasks on the
data and create and share her analytics workflow to other stakeholders.
In this deliverable, the scenarios presented in D1.2 are re-described based the updates of the updated
ICARUS Methodology (as described in Section 4.1). More specifically, the major changes are related
to the Added Steps described in Section 4.1.7, the on-premise environment in which the data are
processed before uploaded, as well as other minor changes in the Methodology which are mostly reordering of the steps or steps that have been merged. The graphical notation of the scenarios’
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workflow diagrams follows the color scheme of the various phases of the updated ICARUS
Methodology, in order to provide a comprehensive matching modality throughout the various
indicative flows.
It is important to mention that Scenario 4 which is related to the updated Methodology “Phase VI:
Application Collection” (Section 4.1.6), does not have any changes as this is the only phase of the initial
Methodology D1.2 that remained the same. Therefore, Scenario 4 is not presented in this document.
Furthermore, due to the introduction of the on-premise environment, Scenario 1 is also not presented
as the added value in using ICARUS is on sharing, linking and analysing data.
Finally, it needs to be noted that the scenarios are only illustrative for the ICARUS functionalities and
they may simplify some steps or ignore some others (e.g. organization and user registration,
installation of the on-premise environment).

4.2.1

Scenario 2: Data Upload and Analysis
ICARUS Scenario - [SCE-2]

Scenario
ID
Scenario
Overview

Triggers

SCE-2

Scenario Name

Data Upload and Analysis

A data provider in the ICARUS data value chain wants to privately analyze her data and extract
insights about them. More specifically, the data provider imports her data to her local on-premise
environment of ICARUS and makes all the required steps in order to store it inside ICARUS repository.
These steps are the data cleaning to remove inconsistencies and errors, data mapping to the ICARUS
common aviation data model for enriching the data with semantic annotations and metadata, data
anonymization to ensure data privacy and data encryption to provide data security. Afterwards, the
data provider sets the data license and specifies that the data are not for sharing (restricted visibility)
and then, the data is stored in the ICARUS repository. Later on, the data provider can retrieve her
data from the ICARUS repository and may take advantage of the ICARUS recommendations for data
assets that may interest her. Finally, the data provider proceeds to analyze her data. At first, she
needs to specify the computational resources needed and deploy a secure private space for her
analysis. Then, a data decryption mechanism is provided by ICARUS to decrypt her data (if encrypted)
and a data linking mechanism is provided to combine multiple data assets. Then, she can perform
various algorithms and visualization schemes to her data, as well as save her progress for later use.
A data provider wants to analyze her data through ICARUS without sharing it to others.
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Scenario
Workflow
Diagram

Scenario
Sequence

1. The data provider accesses the ICARUS platform and initiates a new data check in process,
uploading a data sample (Phase I: Data Collection)
2. The data is to be checked for inconsistencies and errors in accordance with the cleaning rules
the data provider sets. Based on these rules, the data are filtered and cleaned from
inconsistencies and errors with the data provider interaction. This step may be optional in
case the data provider does not wish to change the data. (Phase I: Data Collection, Step I.1:
Data Cleaning)
3. The dataset is mapped to the ICARUS common aviation data model in order to be enriched
with various concepts from aviation-related vocabularies, ontologies and semantic models
(Phase I: Data Collection, Step I.2: Data Mapping)
4. The sensitive information in the data asset is anonymized with the data provider’s
interaction. This step may be optional in case the data are already anonymized or if the data
provider does not wish to share the data with others. (Phase I: Data Collection, Step I.3: Data
Anonymization)
5. The dataset is encrypted according to the data provider’s selection of columns. This step may
be optional in case the data provider does not wish to encrypt the data (Phase I: Data
Collection, Step I.4: Data Encryption)
6. The data provider defines the data asset’s metadata regarding the data profiling (e.g. type,
format, language etc.), the data asset rights (e.g. data visibility, license, pricing, updating
policy, generate public data sample etc.) and the access policies to be enforced. In this
scenario, the data provider sets the data visibility to “confidential” (not to be shared). (Phase
I: Data Collection, Step I.5: Data Check-in)
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7. The data asset is uploaded to ICARUS from the on-premise environment once the processing
guidelines defined in the previous steps are completed (Phase I: Data Collection, Step I.6:
Data Uploading)
8. The data asset is stored to the ICARUS repository (Phase II: Asset Storage and Indexing)
9. The data provider browses her collection of data assets and selects the data assets needed
(Phase III: Asset Exploration and Extraction, Step III.1 Asset Searching)
10. The data provider receives recommendations for relevant data assets in ICARUS that may be
linked with her data. This step may be optional if the data provider does not wish to acquire
these data assets. (Phase III: Asset Exploration and Extraction, Step III.2 Asset
Recommendation)
11. The data provider selects the computational resources that she needs in order to deploy a
secure private space for her analysis (Phase IV: Data Analytics, Step IV.1: Resource
Allocation).
12. The data provider decrypts her data assets. This step is required only if the data assets are
encrypted (Phase IV: Data Analytics, Step IV.2: Data Decryption).
13. Th data provider links her data assets together if she wishes to and if the data can be linked.
This is an optional step (Phase IV: Data Analytics, Step IV.3: Data Linking).
14. The data provider applies different algorithms and statistical methods to the data (Phase IV:
Data Analytics, Step IV.4: Data Analysis).
15. The data provider visualizes the results of the analysis (Phase IV: Data Analytics, Step IV.5:
Data Visualization).
16. The data provider stores her analytics workflow. This step requires the user to set a sharing
license, but in this scenario, the data provider sets the data visibility to “confidential” (not to
be shared) (Phase IV: Data Analytics, Step IV.6: Analytics Workflow Storing).
Users’
Benefits

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Challenges

•

Availability of a wide variety of state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms;
Availability of a wide variety of visualizations;
Easy experimentation and comparison of results of analysis;
Efficient mechanisms for processing and analyzing data;
Recommendations for algorithms and visualizations to utilize, that make it even easier for
novice users to analyze their data;
Private mechanisms for processing the data;
High performance storage;
Easier discoverability and access to a variety of data sources that can be linked with the
uploaded data;
High level of automation in several parts of the workflow, thereby significantly reducing time
required for tedious task like anonymization, curation and linking;
Availability of a wide variety of state-of-the-art anonymization, encryption and cleaning
techniques in order to ensure the privacy, security and quality of the data assets;
Increase the value and the richness of the data through data cleaning and semantic
enrichment; and
Reduced in-house development time and effort and less investments in local IT infrastructure
and experts.
Ensure the anonymity and quality of data;
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•
•
•
•

Discovery of other relevant data assets for data linking;
Use of the appropriate analytical methodology (data preparation, data analysis algorithm
and visualizations) in order to achieve the expected outcome;
Real-time requirements for data analysis;
Configurable visualizations and visual analytics features for data
Exemplar Flow #1

Example
Name
Example
Descriptio
n

An air navigation service provider wishes to analyze her data (air traffic delays) privately and extract
knowledge, using the data analytics functionalities of ICARUS.
Mathias is a junior data scientist and he is working in an air navigation service provider. The air
navigation service provider is located in Austria, employing more than 260 employees. Mathias was
assigned to analyze the data and find patterns for the air traffic delays. However, he finds it difficult
to implement an algorithm from scratch for data analytics. Thus, Mathias searched for existing
solutions that could be utilized. Through this process, he came across ICARUS. So, he decided to
upload and analyze the data using ICARUS platform.
Mathias accesses the ICARUS platform, initiates a new data check in job and selects to upload a
dataset sample. The dataset that Mathias wishes to import is a batch file which contains structured
information about air traffic delays. The dataset was collected over the period 2017-2018 and
contains 550.000 records. After importing the dataset, Mathias selects not to use the data cleaning
mechanism of ICARUS. Then, he proceeds with confirming the mapping to the common aviation data
model that has been automatically calculated in the ICARUS platform. Afterwards, Mathias is asked
to anonymize the data but ignores the specific step as the data are already anonymized. Furthermore,
he is asked to encrypt the data and he selects to encrypt the whole dataset. Then, he proceeds to
define the data license and sets the visibility as confidential and thus, he passes through the "fast
lane" of ICARUS check-in. His data asset is uploaded and stored in the ICARUS repository when the
on-premise preparation is completed. Later on, Mathias accesses his data collection and selects his
data asset to analyze it, ignoring any data asset recommendations provided by the platform. To begin
his analysis, Mathias deploys a secure private space in which he selects to decrypt his data asset.
Then, he proceeds with the data analysis and selects to normalize the data. Afterwards, based on a
predefined list of algorithms provided by ICARUS, he selects to use a decision tree algorithm in order
to identify the important features that affect delayed flights. Finally, Mathias visualizes the results
and the important features that affect the delayed flights.
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Example
Workflow
Diagram

Exemplar Flow #2
Example
Name
Example
Descriptio
n

A duty-free store wishes to anonymize, link and analyze its data (customers purchases) privately and
extract knowledge, using the data analytics functionalities of ICARUS.
Nora is a data analyst in "Emperor Power", a duty-free store based in Denmark with 15 employees.
Currently, the manager of the store wants to anonymize and analyze the store's data and extract
various customer trends. Therefore, Nora was assigned to analyze the data of the store. However, as
the deadline was approaching, she decided to search for existing solutions that could help her analyze
the data faster. Then, she came across ICARUS and decided to upload the data in order to use the
mechanisms for data anonymization and analytics of ICARUS.
Nora accesses the ICARUS platform, initiates a new data check in job and selects to upload a dataset
sample. The dataset that Nora wishes to upload contains semi-structured information about 50.000
records of customers purchases and was collected over the period 2015-2017. After importing the
dataset, Nora defines the data cleaning rules to be applied in case of inconsistencies or errors. Then,
she proceeds with confirming the mapping to the common aviation data model that has been
automatically calculated in the ICARUS platform. After that, she identifies many unique identifiers of
the customers using the different anonymization mechanisms. Therefore, Nora selects to remove the
column with the sensitive information in order to hide the sensitive information about the customers.
Furthermore, she is asked to encrypt the data and she selects to encrypt the whole dataset. Then,
she proceeds to define the data license and sets the visibility as confidential. Her data asset is
uploaded and stored in the ICARUS repository when the on-premise preparation is completed. Later
on, Nora accesses her data collection and selects her data asset to analyze it. In that moment, she
receives recommendation of an open data asset containing flight schedules and she decides to use it
as well. To begin her analysis, Nora deploys a secure private space in which she selects to decrypt her
data asset. Then, she links her data asset with the open data asset that she was recommended. She
proceeds with the data analysis workflow design and selects a linear regression from the predefined
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list of algorithms provided by ICARUS in order to identify the important features that affect the
purchases of customers, she executes the analytics jobs and finally, she visualizes the results.
Example
Workflow
Diagram

Exemplar Flow #3
Example
Name
Example
Descriptio
n

A car rental company desires to clean and analyze its data (car rentals) privately and extract
knowledge, using the data analytics tools of ICARUS.
Renato is a software developer in "Auto Car Rental", a car rental company based in Italy with 20
employees. Currently, the manager of the company wants to analyze the customers’ data in order to
provide better offers. Thus, Renato was assigned to analyze the data of the store. However, Renato
has no knowledge of data analytics. So, he decided to search for existing solutions that could help
him analyze the data. After some searching, he came across ICARUS, a platform which ensures the
privacy and security of the data by a blockchain-based asset sharing service. Thus, he decided to
upload the data in order to use the mechanism for data analytics of ICARUS.
Renato accesses the ICARUS platform, initiates a new data check in job and selects to upload a
dataset sample. The dataset that Renato wishes to upload contains semi-structured information
about car rentals from different geographic areas and was collected over the period 2014-2017. After
importing the dataset, Renato selects to specific cleaning rules for the duplicated records. Then, he
proceeds with confirming the mapping to the common aviation data model that has been
automatically calculated in the ICARUS platform. Subsequently, after deciding to ignore the
anonymization step, he selects to encrypt the whole data asset. Renato proceeds to define the data
license and sets the visibility as confidential because this is for private use only. His data asset is
uploaded and stored in the ICARUS repository when the on-premise preparation is completed. After
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a while, Renato accesses his data collection and selects her data asset to analyze it, ignoring any
recommendations for data assets that he receives. To begin his analysis, Renato deploys a secure
private space in which he selects to decrypt his data asset. Aiming at grouping the different
characteristics of cars based on rental popularity, he selects the K-Means algorithm from the
predefined list of algorithms provided by ICARUS and then he visualizes the results and the clusters
of the popularity per brand. Finally, Renato stores his analytics workflow by setting its visibility as
confidential and deletes his secure private space (including all traces of confidential data).
Example
Workflow
Diagram

4.2.2

Scenario 3: Data Upload and Sharing
ICARUS Scenario - [SCE-3]

Scenario
ID
Scenario
Overview

Triggers

SCE-3

Scenario Name

Data Upload and Sharing

A data provider in the ICARUS data value chain wants to share her data as open to the public or to
reach other stakeholders that are interested to purchase her data. In this process, the anonymity and
quality of data need to be guaranteed, as well as the enrichment of the data with aviation-related
information and metadata referring to relevant sources that can be linked together. The data
provider’s terms and data license, as well as the applicable access policies, are defined, before
proceeding to the process of storing the data to ICARUS.
A data provider wants to share her data through ICARUS.
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Scenario
Workflow
Diagram

Scenario
Sequence

Users’
Benefits

1. The data provider accesses the ICARUS platform and initiates a new data check in process,
uploading a data sample (Phase I: Data Collection)
2. The data is to be checked for inconsistencies and errors in accordance with the cleaning rules
the data provider sets. Based on these rules, the data are filtered and cleaned from
inconsistencies and errors with the data provider interaction. This step may be optional in
case the data provider does not wish to change the data. (Phase I: Data Collection, Step I.1:
Data Cleaning)
3. The dataset is mapped to the ICARUS common aviation data model in order to be enriched
with various concepts (e.g. aircraft, flight, passenger, etc.) from aviation-related
vocabularies, ontologies and semantic models (Phase I: Data Collection, Step I.2: Data
Mapping)
4. The sensitive information in the data asset is anonymized with the data provider’s
interaction. This step may be optional in case the data are already anonymized or if the data
provider does not wish to share the data with others. (Phase I: Data Collection, Step I.3: Data
Anonymization)
5. The dataset is encrypted according to the data provider’s selection of columns. This step may
be optional in case the data provider does not wish to encrypt the data (Phase I: Data
Collection, Step I.4: Data Encryption)
6. The data provider defines the data asset’s metadata regarding the data profiling (e.g. type,
format, language etc.), the data asset rights (e.g. data visibility, license, pricing, updating
policy, generate public data sample etc.) and the access policies. In this scenario, the data
provider sets the data visibility to “private” (to be shared when a data contract is in place).
(Phase I: Data Collection, Step I.5: Data Check-in)
7. The data asset is uploaded to ICARUS from the on-premise environment once the processing
guidelines defined in the previous steps are completed (Phase I: Data Collection, Step I.6:
Data Uploading)
8. The data asset is stored to the ICARUS repository (Phase II: Asset Storage and Indexing)
9. The data provider browses her collection of data assets and selects the data assets needed
(Phase III: Asset Exploration and Extraction, Step III.1 Asset Searching)
•

Easier and safer sharing of open or proprietary data that reach a wider audience either for
monetisation or for contributing to the aviation research society;
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•
•
•
•
•
Challenges

•
•

High performance storage;
High level of automation in several parts of the workflow, thereby significantly reducing time
required for tedious task like anonymization and curation;
Increase the value and validity of the data through data cleaning;
Availability of a wide variety of state-of-the-art anonymization, encryption and cleaning
techniques in order to ensure the privacy, security and quality of the data;
Efficient mechanisms for processing data.
Ensure the anonymity and quality of the data;
Define the right terms of usage and licensing schemes for data in order to reach a wider
audience.
Exemplar Flow #1

Example
Name
Example
Descriptio
n

An airline company wishes to share its non-critical data (as proprietary) to experiment with the
ICARUS functionalities.
Ethan is a marketing manager in "Gamma Airlines", an airline company based in France with more
than 1200 employees. Currently, the company wants to sell various of its data in order to increase
the profit of the company. Hence, Ethan was assigned to find potential interested parties and
negotiate with them. Thus, he decided to search for existing solutions that could help him negotiate
and commercialize the data of the company. Then, he came across ICARUS and decided to upload
and share the non-critical data of the company in order to experiment with the ICARUS
functionalities.
Ethan accesses the ICARUS platform, initiates a new data check in job and selects to upload a dataset
sample. The dataset contains structured information about passengers that used multiple flights to
reach a destination, having 1.500.000 records and was collected over the period 2013-2018. After
importing the dataset, Ethan sets specific data cleaning rules for some columns to remove
inconsistencies or errors. Subsequently, he proceeds with confirming the mapping to the common
aviation data model that has been automatically calculated in the ICARUS platform. Then, Ethan
identifies unique identifiers and quasi-identifiers of the passengers and selects to remove the unique
attributes and use a generalization technique for the quasi-identifiers in order to remove and hide
sensitive information about the passengers. Moreover, he is asked to encrypt the data and he selects
to encrypt the columns of the airline names, the destination airports and the timestamps. Then,
Ethan proceeds to define his custom proprietary data license and sets the data visibility as private,
while he defines certain access policies he wants to be applied (e.g. no airlines can view the dataset).
In particular, he sets the pricing to 200€ and the updating policy to “monthly” as the data will be
updated per month. Finally, Ethan notices that the uploading of his data asset from the on-premise
environment has been completed and it is now stored in the ICARUS repository. Whenever a data
consumer comes and wants to purchase Ethan’s dataset, Ethan needs to initiate the data contract
preparation.
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Example
Workflow
Diagram

Exemplar Flow #2
Example
Name
Example
Descriptio
n

A travel agency desires to share its non-critical data (as proprietary) through ICARUS to reach
potential interested parties.
John is a marketing assistant in "Dreamy Travelers", a travel agency based in Greece with 60
employees. Currently, the company wants to sell its data and reach more potential buyers. Thus,
John was assigned to find potential interested parties and sell the data. Then, he decided to search
for existing solutions that could help him commercialize the data in a systematic fashion. Finally, he
came across ICARUS and decided to upload and share the non-critical data through ICARUS to reach
potential interested parties.
John accesses the ICARUS platform, initiates a new data check in job and selects to upload a dataset
sample. The dataset that John wishes to upload is a batch file containing structured information
about customers’ travels destinations, having 30.000 records which were collected over the period
2015-2018. After importing the dataset, John defines data cleaning rules for missing-data imputation
and for changing the format of the date columns. Then, he proceeds with confirming the mapping to
the common aviation data model that has been automatically calculated in the ICARUS platform. In
the next step, John identifies the unique identifiers of the customers and selects to remove them. In
addition, he is asked to encrypt the data and he selects to encrypt all the columns of his data. Then,
John defines a “Custom” data license and sets the data visibility as private, as well as the access
policies that no other travel agency can view the dataset. In particular, he sets the pricing to
“negotiable" and specifies that the data asset will have no updates. Finally, once the local processing
is finished in the on-premise environment, John’s data asset is uploaded and stored in the ICARUS
repository.
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Example
Workflow
Diagram

Exemplar Flow #3
Example
Name
Example
Descriptio
n

A weather forecasting organization wishes to share its non-critical data (as open) through ICARUS to
contribute to the aviation research society.
Fernando is a research assistant in "Meteo-Analytics", a weather forecasting organization based in
Portugal with 80 employees. Currently, Fernando was assigned to share the organization's noncritical data as open in order to increase the reputation of the organization by contributing to the
aviation research society. Then, he decided to search for existing solutions that could help him share
the data. He came across ICARUS and decided to upload and share the non-critical dataset through
ICARUS.
Fernando accesses the ICARUS platform, initiates a new data check in job and selects to upload a
dataset sample. The dataset that Fernando wishes to upload is a batch file which contains structured
information about weather conditions worldwide. Furthermore, the dataset contains 400.000
records and was collected over the period 2016-2018. After importing the dataset sample, Fernando
defines the data cleaning mechanism of ICARUS to be applied in case inconsistencies or errors are
identified. Then, he proceeds with confirming the mapping to the common aviation data model that
has been automatically calculated in the ICARUS platform. Fernando decides to ignore the
anonymization and encryption steps, as the data are already anonymized, and encryption is not
needed. Then, Fernando defines a “CC BY-NC-SA” data license and sets the data visibility as open
without any access policies to be applied. Furthermore, he sets the updating policy to “weekly”. In
the meantime, the processing in the on-premise environment has been completed and his data asset
is stored in the ICARUS repository.
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Example
Workflow
Diagram

4.2.3

Scenario 5: Data Update
ICARUS Scenario - [SCE-5]

Scenario
ID
Scenario
Overview

Triggers

SCE-5

Scenario Name

Data Update

A data provider in the ICARUS data value chain wants to update a data asset and add a new version
in the ICARUS platform. Specifically, the data provider browses her collection of data assets and
selects the data asset which needs to be updated. Then, she selects either to “extend” or “replace”
the old data and edits the corresponding check-in job. Afterwards, the data provider confirms and/or
updates the ICARUS mechanisms for data cleaning, data mapping, data anonymization and data
encryption. When the on-premise environment concludes the local processing, the new data are
uploaded and stored in the ICARUS platform. Finally, data consumers that have already purchased or
are currently using an old version of these data, are notified about the new version in order to choose
whether they want to receive the updated data or keep the old data (this depends on the updating
policy specified by the data provider).
A data provider wants to update one of his data assets that are stored in ICARUS.
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Scenario
Workflow
Diagram

Scenario
Sequence

Users’
Benefits

1. The data provider browses his collection of data assets that exist in the ICARUS platform and
selects to update (“replace” or “extend”) one of the data assets. (Phase III: Asset Exploration
and Extraction, Step III.1 Asset Searching)
2. The data provider updates the existing data check in process job (Phase I: Data Collection)
by confirming / and or updating the data cleaning rules (Phase I: Data Collection, Step I.1:
Data Cleaning), the data mapping rules (Phase I: Data Collection, Step I.2: Data Mapping),
the data anonymization rules (Phase I: Data Collection, Step I.3: Data Anonymization) and
the data encryption rules (Phase I: Data Collection, Step I.4: Data Encryption).
3. The data provider may update the data asset’s metadata regarding the data profiling (e.g.
type, format, language etc.), the data asset rights (e.g. data visibility, license, pricing,
updating policy, generate public data sample etc.), and the data access policies, as well.
(Phase I: Data Collection, Step I.5: Data Check-in)
4. The data provider selects whether the new version of the data asset will append or replace
the existing dataset in ICARUS and then the on-premise environment is responsible for
preparing and uploading the data in the platform (Phase I: Data Collection, Step I.6: Data
Uploading)
5. The data asset is stored to the ICARUS repository (Phase II: Asset Storage and Indexing)
6. The data consumers are notified about the updated data asset. (Phase V: Added Value
Services, Service V.2: Notifications)
•
•
•
•
•

Easier updating and management of the data assets;
Mechanism for notifying data consumers about the updated data asset;
Easier and safer sharing of open or proprietary data that reach a wider audience either for
monetisation or for contributing to the aviation research society;
High performance storage;
Availability of a wide variety of state-of-the-art anonymization, encryption and cleaning
techniques in order to ensure the privacy, security and quality of the data;
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•

Challenges

•

High level of automation in several parts of the workflow, thereby significantly reducing time
required for tedious task like anonymization and cleaning;
Increase the value and validity of the data through data cleaning.

•

Ensure the anonymity and quality of the data;
Exemplar Flow #1

Example
Name
Example
Descriptio
n

A transport organization wishes to update its old data (buses and schedules) in ICARUS in order to
increase the usefulness of the data asset.
Christina is a software developer in "Golden Bus", a transport organization based in Croatia with 40
employees. The organization has decided to update its data asset that already exists in ICARUS in
order to increase its usefulness and validity. Thus, Christina was assigned by her manager to update
the organization's old data in ICARUS.
The dataset that Christina wishes to update contains structured information about buses and
schedules, having 500 records and was collected during 2018. Christina accesses ICARUS and browses
her “data assets portfolio” in order to select and replace the old data asset. Then, Christina updates
the data check in job that her colleagues had created to upload the initial data. She confirms the data
cleaning and mapping steps remain as they were, while she identifies the unique identifiers of the
buses and selects to anonymize them. In addition, she selects to encrypt the whole data asset and
then, she defines the location of the new version of the data asset which will be processed by the onpremise environment. Finally, the data consumers that had acquired the old data asset are notified
about the update.

Example
Workflow
Diagram

Exemplar Flow #2
Example
Name

A private security company wants to update its old data (crimes and threats in airports) in ICARUS in
order to increase the outreach of the data asset.
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Example
Descriptio
n

Antoni is a junior data analyst in "AAA-Secure Patrol Services", a private security company based in
Poland with 90 employees. The organization has decided to update its data asset that already exists
in ICARUS in order to increase the outreach of the data asset. Thus, Antoni was assigned by his
manager to update the organization's old data in ICARUS.
The dataset that Antoni wishes to upload is a batch file which contains semi-structured information
about crimes and threats in airports. This dataset contains 8.000 records and was collected in 2017.
Antoni accesses ICARUS and browses his organization’s data asset portfolio in order to select and
“extend” the old data asset. Then, he updates the data check-in job that his colleagues had created
to upload the initial data. He confirms the data cleaning, mapping and anonymization steps remain
as they were, while he decides to encrypt some columns of the whole dataset in order to increase
data security. Finally, the dataset is prepared in the on-premise environment, uploaded and stored
in ICARUS (replacing the old asset) and the related data consumers are notified about this update.

Example
Workflow
Diagram

Exemplar Flow #3
Example
Name
Example
Descriptio
n

An aircraft refueller company desires to update its old data (refuelling times of the aircrafts) in
ICARUS in order to increase the outreach of the data asset.
Olivia is a data analyst in "AERO Fuel", an aircraft refueller company based in Sweden with more than
350 employees. The organization has decided to update its data asset that already exists in ICARUS
in order to increase the usefulness of the data asset. Thus, Olivia was assigned by her manager to
update the organization's old data in ICARUS to append the data for 2018.
The dataset that Olivia wishes to upload is a batch file which contains structured information about
70.000 records of refueling times of the aircrafts and was collected over the period of 2017. Olivia
accesses ICARUS and browses her organization’s “data collection portfolio” in order to select and
extend the old data asset. Then, Olivia updates the data check in job that her colleagues had created
to upload the initial data. She confirms the data cleaning, mapping, anonymization and encryption
steps remain as they were, while she selects the option for appending the new data instead of
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replacing the old dataset. Finally, the dataset is prepared in the on-premise environment, uploaded
and stored in ICARUS (appended to the old asset) and the related data consumers are notified about
this update.
Example
Workflow
Diagram

4.2.4

Scenario 6: Data Exploration, Analysis and Sharing
ICARUS Scenario - [SCE-6]

Scenario
ID
Scenario
Overview

Triggers

SCE-6

Scenario Name

Data Exploration, Analysis and Sharing

A data consumer in the ICARUS data value chain wants to explore and acquire many data assets
through ICARUS and then analyze them in order to extract insights. Specifically, the data consumer
explores the ICARUS marketplace and selects the data assets which she is interested in. Note: she
views only data assets that do not create conflicts with the access policies each data provider has set.
Afterwards, depending on the data profiling information she views, she decides to purchase the data
asset, sending a request for quotation to the data provider. The data provider views the request and
decides to accept it, sending the draft contract (including the price and the terms) to the data
consumer. As soon as the data consumer signs the contract and proceeds with the payment that the
data provider confirms, the data contract is active and the data consumer has access to the respective
data asset. Afterwards, the data consumer can proceed with the data analytics workspace to apply
various algorithms and visualizations. Finally, she is able to create a report, define a license for the
report based on license recommendations and share it with potentially interested stakeholders
through the ICARUS marketplace.
A data consumer wants to acquire some data assets, perform various analytics on them through
ICARUS mechanisms and then share the outcomes.
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Scenario
Workflow
Diagram

Scenario
Sequence

Users’
Benefits

1. The data consumer searches the ICARUS marketplace for open or proprietary data assets and
selects the data assets in which she is interested in (Phase III: Asset Exploration and
Extraction, Step III.1 Asset Searching)
2. The data consumer receives recommendations for relevant data assets in ICARUS that may
be linked with her data. This step may be optional if the data provider does not wish to
acquire these data assets. (Phase III: Asset Exploration and Extraction, Step III.2 Asset
Recommendation)
3. The data consumer decides to proceed with acquiring a data asset. If a data asset is
proprietary, then the data consumer must purchase it from the data provider, which initiates
a smart contract preparation process. (Phase V: Added Value Services, Service I.1: Asset
Sharing)
4. The data consumer selects the computational resources that she needs in order to deploy a
secure private space for her analysis (Phase IV: Data Analytics, Step IV.1: Resource
Allocation).
5. The data consumer decrypts her data assets. This step is required only if the data assets are
encrypted (Phase IV: Data Analytics, Step IV.2: Data Decryption).
6. Th data consumer links her data assets together if she wishes to and if the data can be linked.
This is an optional step (Phase IV: Data Analytics, Step IV.3: Data Linking).
7. The data consumer applies different algorithms and statistical methods to the data (Phase
IV: Data Analytics, Step IV.4: Data Analysis).
8. The data consumer visualizes the results of the analysis (Phase IV: Data Analytics, Step IV.5:
Data Visualization).
9. The data consumer stores her analytics workflow (Phase IV: Data Analytics, Step IV.6:
Analytics Workflow Storing). This step requires the user to set a sharing license (Phase V:
Added Value Services, Service I.1: Asset Sharing).
•
•

Easier discoverability and access to a wide variety of useful data assets;
Easier and secure purchase of data assets;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
Challenges

•
•
•

Availability of a wide variety of state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms and
visualizations;
Efficient mechanisms for processing and analyzing data;
Reduced in-house development time and effort;
Easy experimentation and comparison of results of analysis;
High level of automation in several parts of the workflow, thereby significantly reducing time
required;
Easier sharing of data analysis results by using reports.
Use of the appropriate analytics approach (data preparation, data analysis algorithm and
visualizations) in order to achieve the expected outcome;
Configurable visualizations and visual analytics features for data;
Define the right terms and license for sharing a report (derivative data) based on the data
assets used in the analysis.
Exemplar Flow #1

Example
Name
Example
Descriptio
n

A travel agency wishes to acquire data about the expected and checked passengers per flight and
experiment with the data analytics functionalities of ICARUS.
Louis is a junior data scientist in "Oceanic Destinations", a travel agency based in Luxembourg with
more than 150 employees. Currently, the company needs to acquire data about the expected and
checked passengers per flight in order to analyze the data and provide new offers on the customers.
Thus, Louis was assigned to find, analyze and extract patterns from the data. However, Louis finds it
quite challenging to acquire such dataset, so he decided to search for existing solutions that could
help him acquire the data. He came across ICARUS and decided to search and acquire the necessary
datasets from ICARUS and then experiment with the data analytics functionalities of ICARUS.
Louis accesses ICARUS and provides the concept "expected passengers" in order to search for data
assets which could contain information about the expected passengers per flight. Then, he selects
one data asset which he is interested in and requests a quotation from the data provider in order to
purchase the data asset, ignoring any data assets recommendations provided by the platform. The
data provider provides Louis’ boss (who is the "Oceanic Destinations" manager in ICARUS) with the
draft contract in which he mentions the price and the terms of use. Louis’ boss studies the draft
contract and accepts it as Louis has informed him of the need to acquire the specific data and the
price and terms are reasonable. In parallel, Louis’ boss pays through bank transfer the amount
indicated in the contract. The data provider confirms that the payment has been executed in the
ICARUS platform, so that the data contract becomes valid and Louis can access the data he
purchased. Afterwards, he selects to proceed to the analysis, and he deploys a secure private space
with the computational resources needed. To begin his analysis, he uses the decryption mechanisms
provided in order to restore the data to its original form and then, he designs the analytics workflow,
selecting a hierarchical clustering algorithm from the predefined list of algorithms provided by
ICARUS in order to group the different characteristics of customers based on the flights’ destinations.
Louis visualizes the created clusters of the passengers and selects to share his analytics workflow that
describes his findings and results. Since the contract of the data asset used for the analysis does not
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impose any restrictions on the exchange of derivative data, Louis defines a custom proprietary
license. Finally, he sets the report visibility as proprietary and the pricing to 30€ and shares the report.
Example
Workflow
Diagram

Exemplar Flow #2
Example
Name
Example
Descriptio
n

A research institute wishes to acquire open data about flights schedules and weather conditions and
analyze them using the data analytics tools of ICARUS.
Zack is a senior data scientist in "Aerospace Research Laboratories", a research institute based in
Malta with 15 employees. Currently, the company wants to acquire open data about flights schedules
and weather conditions in order to analyze the data and find how much various aspects of the
weather affect flights schedules. However, the company does not have a proper infrastructure for
processing and analyzing data. Thus, Zack was assigned to search for existing solutions that could
help him to acquire, analyze and extract patterns from the data. Then, Zack came across ICARUS and
decided to search and acquire the necessary data from ICARUS and then experiment with the data
analytics functionalities of the ICARUS infrastructure.
Zack accesses the ICARUS platform and provides the concepts "flights schedules" and "weather" in
order to search for data assets which could contain information about flights schedules and weather
conditions. Then, he selects two data assets which he is interested in. In particular, one of the data
assets is open while the other one is proprietary. Zack decides to purchase the data asset and accept
the terms of use of the public data asset. For the dataset he intends to buy, he sends a request for
quotation to the respective data provider who then responds with the draft contract including the
pricing and the terms of use. Zack’s boss (who has the manager role for the organization “Aerospace
Research Laboratories” in the ICARUS platform) checks the terms, consults with Zack and decides to
reject the contract as the terms restrict future commercial use. Afterwards, Zack selects to proceed
to the analysis with the open data he acquired, and he deploys a secure private space with the
computational resources needed. To begin his analysis, he defines the expected analytics workflow,
selecting a linear regression from the predefined list of algorithms provided by ICARUS in order to
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identify the various aspects of the weather that affect flights’ schedules. Then, he visualizes the
identified aspects and creates a report. Due to the restrictions of the license of the data asset used
as input for the analysis, he shares the report as open for the public.
Example
Workflow
Diagram

Exemplar Flow #3
Example
Name
Example
Descriptio
n

An aviation insurance company wants to acquire data about passengers’ injuries and aircraft
accidents from various airports and analyze them using their own proprietary data analytics platform.
Chloe is a senior data analyst in "Aero-Insurance", an aviation insurance company based in Ireland
with more than 450 employees. Currently, the company wants to acquire data about passengers’
injuries and aircraft accidents from various airports in order to analyze them and provide better
contracts terms to the companies. Thus, Chloe was assigned to acquire, analyze and extract patterns
from the data. However, Chloe finds it quite challenging to acquire a worldwide dataset from various
airports. With limited choices, she decided to search for existing solutions that could help her acquire
the data. Then, she came across ICARUS and decided to search and acquire the necessary data from
ICARUS.
Chloe accesses the ICARUS platform and provides the concept "accidents in airports" in order to
search for data assets which could contain information about passengers’ injuries and aircraft
accidents from various airports. Then, she selects three data assets (accidents in airports, airlines
total passengers per flight, airports total passenger) which she is interested in. Particularly, all of the
selected data assets are proprietary. She also selects another data asset related to aircraft
maintenance that was recommended to her by the platform. Then, for each of the data assets, Chloe
repeats the following steps: (a) she requests a quotation from each data provider in order to purchase
the respective data asset, (b) the data provider provides Chloe’s boss (who is the " Aero-Insurance "
manager in ICARUS) with the draft contract in which he mentions the price and the terms of use. (c)
Chloe’s boss studies the draft contract and accepts it as Chloe has informed him of the need to
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acquire the specific data and the price and terms are reasonable, (d) Chloe’s boss pays through bank
transfer the amount indicated in the contract, (e) the data provider confirms that the payment has
been executed in the ICARUS platform, (f) the data contract becomes valid and Chloe can access the
data her organization purchased. Every time a data contracts is completed and active, Chloe can
download locally the purchased data, decrypt them (with the help of the ICARUS on-premise
environment) and proceed to the desired analysis in her company’s proprietary analytics platform.
Example
Workflow
Diagram

4.3 ICARUS MVP Definition
In accordance with the methodology for the MVP definition that was elaborated in D1.2 and
anticipated three core phases, namely Feature Definition, Feature Assessment and MVP Consolidation
(cross-cutting the WP1 and WP3 activities), the activities related to the ICARUS MVP (Minimum Viable
Product) in the 2nd iteration focused on two parallel axes: (a) the external validation interviews that
addressed additional stakeholders in the aviation industry (who are not already represented in the
ICARUS consortium), and (b) the technical feasibility assessment in terms of expected implementation
effort vs the expected added value for the aviation stakeholders (taking into account the market
competition, the ICARUS architecture and the overall design activities in WP3).

4.3.1

External Validation Activities

From September 2018 until February 2019, a number of online interviews were arranged with the
help of the ICARUS consortium in order to externalize the ICARUS concept and the MVP features, and
gather feedback from different stakeholders in the 1st-2nd-3rd tiers. The interviews were conducted in
an open format, presenting the ICARUS MVP and opening up a discussion with each stakeholder on
which existing features of the MVP matter most to his/her organization, which are the features that
are a precondition for his/her organization to experiment with the ICARUS platform, and whether
he/she would be willing to test the ICARUS platform (as a beta user).
The following table presents the interviews that have been conducted for the external MVP validation.
As it can be easily noticed, through this activity, the perspectives of an airline, an aircraft
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manufacturer, a ground handler, a catering company, a weather data provider and a health
organization have complemented and expanded the ICARUS MVP, and have contributed to effectively
catching the market realm.
Table 4-1: ICARUS MVP Interviews
No

Stakeholder

Data Tier Classification

Interview Date

1

AEGEAN Airlines

1st – Airline

13/09/2018

2

BOEING

1st – Aircraft Manufacturer

13/11/2018

3

Goldair Handling

1st – Ground Handler

29/11/2018

4

Plane Catering

2nd – Catering Company

31/01/2019

5

UBIMET

2nd – Weather Data Provider

05/02/2019

6

Ospedale Pediatrico Bambino Gesù

3rd – Health Organization

11/02/2019

Overall, the MVP interviews proved very productive and provided valuable and fruitful feedback, that
helped the ICARUS consortium not only to better understand the requirements and concerns of key
external stakeholders, but also to align its offering to the aviation market needs and early initiate
direct contact with potential beta users of the ICARUS platform. As briefly summarized in the following
paragraphs, the feedback received for the ICARUS MVP by all stakeholders, without any exception,
was truly positive, in some cases even enthusiastic, and provided very concrete suggestions on how
to improve the ICARUS MVP. Such suggestions were meticulously taken into account in the final MVP
consolidation, but also in the ongoing WP2 and WP3 activities in order to ensure that they have been
properly reflected and addressed in their intermediate results. It needs to be noted that the feedback
received is also in line with the survey findings that were presented in Section 2.
Interview #1 – AEGEAN
- The ICARUS concept for securely sharing and analyzing data can be embraced by aviation
stakeholders if their concerns for data security are properly addressed. In particular, airlines like
AEGEAN are particularly hesitant of sharing data with any stakeholder that does not belong to a
specific organization.
- A clear pre-condition for the ICARUS platform is that “the organization’s data must not leave our
premises unencrypted”, so end-to-end security (that goes really beyond the data encryption upon
uploading them in the ICARUS platform) must be ensured.
- Attention needs to be paid on the secure transfer of the data to the platform. Keeping only encrypted
data in the ICARUS platform has the additional advantage that no administrator may take the airline
data, without the explicit authorization by the provider (who also needs to provide the decryption
key).
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- Anonymization of data is a prerequisite for passenger data, among others. It was clarified that ICARUS
will provide a number of anonymization options for a dataset, but AEGEAN would like to anonymize
each column / field of the data in a different way.
- An early discussion on the architecture and the technology stack was also performed.

Interview #2 – BOEING
- The ICARUS concept for a one-stop data marketplace is very interesting and the offering looks like
an all-around, complete solution. Data exploration, linking and acquisition are the differentiating
points for BOEING since they already have their own analytics team and platforms in place.
- Data linking is very challenging and it is interesting how ICARUS plans to create a common aviation
data model to handle mappings from different aviation standards.
- At the moment, the BOEING data science department buys data from many providers and a lot of
time is lost in locating them and in the contract negotiations. ICARUS will help in automating and
standardizing the data contracts, but it is also very important to be able to change and negotiate
certain terms and keep full traceability of the whole process. Since the legal department of a data
consumer always needs to approve the draft contract under discussion, it is important to be able to
extract / download it from the platform.
- As data analysts are used to working with data in their own tools, they should always have the option
of downloading the data acquired in the ICARUS platform locally, although it is acknowledged that it
really depends on the specific data license / contract terms if it is allowed.
- For a data provider, it would be very interesting to check when / who really used the data as the
ICARUS platform could log the data decryption attempts (successful and unsuccessful).

Interview #3 – GOLDAIR
- The ICARUS platform offers significant added value to be able to get access to data GOLDAIR currently
does not have.
- A ground handler like GOLDAIR currently collects more data than the data it actually shares (with
other stakeholders) and analyzes (even for its own benefit), so there is a lot of untapped potential.
- The ICARUS platform should define the responsibilities not only of the technical infrastructure
manager, but of the data manager (similar to the DPO role in the GDPR terminology), as well. Such a
data manager should be legally liable for any data breach or loss.
- The cold start problem needs to be effectively addressed: The more data the platform has, the more
significant its added value will be. Incentives should be provided to the first stakeholders who upload
data in order to reach a critical mass and convince the rest of the stakeholders.
- The relation between the ICARUS platform and the data providers needs to be very concretely
defined in the platform’s terms of use: what happens if the ICARUS operation suddenly stops? How
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does my organization get reimbursed if it has invested on the use of the platform? Will there be a kind
of contract between the ICARUS platform and the data providers to foresee such situations?

Interview #4 – Plane Catering
- A platform like ICARUS is a positive idea, especially because of the potential it provides for sharing
data business-to-business. For example, for a catering company, it would be valuable to access airport
data for customers, analyze the data and make decisions by identifying trends, etc.
- It is important for the provided data to be accurate and up-to-date, so if data consumers have
purchased data that their description was misleading, then they should be legally covered and reserve
their rights against the data provider. The data validity needs to be ensured by the data providers as
ICARUS will provide security of the data and semi-automated mechanisms for the data providers to
register their data. The legal aspects will be ensured by the data contracts that will be created in the
platform between providers and consumers.
- A catering company like Plane Catering would trust the ICARUS platform to share their data based
on the features that were presented to them. In particular, when it comes to sharing sensitive data
(e.g. customers transactions), the warranties they would like to have include: (a) SLA agreements and
other warranties if something goes wrong, (b) data security, (c) data anonymization, (d) trust in the
ICARUS platform.

Interview #5 – UBIMET
- The ICARUS concept is brilliant and innovative and addresses very well what aviation stakeholders
really need based on the UBIMET interactions with its clients. The combination of data sharing and
analytics is the strength of ICARUS and is really forward-looking. Platforms like ICARUS will pave the
way to the future for the whole industry that is need of digital transformation.
- The end-to-end data security (with encryption and data access control) and the immutable data
contracts in the blockchain assuage any remaining concerns. The data marketplace and the
contracting mechanism will save both time and money both for the data consumers (aviation
stakeholders) and UBIMET (as data providers).
- In the question how ICARUS will handle real-time weather data that they provide to the UBIMET
clients, it was clarified that, due to the increased data security requirements and in order not to have
any impact on performance for critical, real-time data exchanges, the ICARUS platform is only to be
used for batch weather data.

Interview #6 – Ospedale Pediatrico Bambino Gesù
- The ICARUS concept and the features described look very-very interesting for a health organization
in the 3rd tier that would like to obtain access to aviation-related data. At the moment, it is very difficult
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to locate and access such data for epidemics research. The data analytics functionalities are also very
important for quick experimentation and for visualizing and understanding the outcomes.
- The ICARUS platform could be introduced to other domains / industries as well and it was asked
whether other transportation means are considered, yet it was clarified that the ICARUS focus is only
on aviation.
- There have been many cases in the past when Ospedale Pediatrico Bambino Gesù was looking for
data, but did not know who the appropriate aviation stakeholder to whom it should address was.
Although it is a very interesting idea, ICARUS will only facilitate requests for data that are already in
the platform and it does not offer any functionality of locating sources that have not been already
explicitly checked in.

It needs to be noted that additional perspectives from aviation stakeholders were gathered during the
PACEdays event that took place in Berlin in September 2018 in which ICARUS had a booth presence,
that allowed the project representatives to explain the project scope and exchange views with
Lufthansa, Delta and Embraer.

4.3.2

Additional MVP Features Extraction

Taking into account the feedback received during the MVP interviews, as well as the technical
feasibility assessment of all features and their evolution in technical requirements (as described in
Deliverable D3.1), it was decided to add certain features on the ICARUS MVP that shall reinforce its
added value for the 1st-2nd-3rd aviation data tiers stakeholders, as described in the following tables.
The full list of the features that were considered since the preliminary MVP are available in D1.2.
PLATF_F_67. Encryption and decryption of data in an end-to-end manner
Description

In order to address the inherently increased data security concerns, the
ICARUS platform is designed to check-in data that have been encrypted
locally on a per-column basis, at the data provider’s premises, store the
encrypted data and provide them in an encrypted form to the data
consumers that have legitimate access to them (i.e. active data contract) to
download them or run analytics in the secure and private spaces (i.e. the
secure experimentation spaces that were mentioned in D1.2) that ICARUS
provides. The passwords for the decryption of the data will never go through
the ICARUS platform to ensure there are no cases of unauthorized access.

Methodology

I. Data Collection – I.4 Data Encryption, IV. Data Analytics - IV.2: Data

Phase

Decryption

Related Scenarios

SCE-2, SCE-3, SCE-6
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Prerequisites

PLATF_F_69

PLATF_F_68. Application of access control mechanisms to data as defined by the data provider
Description

The ICARUS platform will allow data providers to restrict access to their data
assets based on different access policies they may define depending on their
needs and requirements. Such policies refer to a number of attributes, such
as the requesting organization’s type or country, and are enforced every
time a data consumer searches for data.

Methodology

I. Data Collection – I.5 Data Check-in

Phase
Related Scenarios

SCE-3, SCE-6

Prerequisites

-

PLATF_F_69. Preparation of data on a local environment
Description

Due to the need for end-to-end encryption, the preparation of the data in
order to be checked-in in the ICARUS platform needs to be performed
locally. The ICARUS platform will provide the necessary interfaces in order
for the data provider to define which mapping, cleaning, anonymization and
encryption techniques should be applied to their data and such instructions
are then executed in a local, on-premise environment where the data reside.

Methodology

I. Data Collection – I.1 Data Cleaning, I.2 Data Mapping, Step I.3 Data

Phase

Anonymization, I.4 Data Encryption, Step I.5 Data Check-In, I.6 Data
Uploading

Related Scenarios

SCE-2

Prerequisites

-

PLATF_F_70. Organization-based access
Description

The ICARUS platform will enable organization-based access and shall enforce
a strict know-your-customer practice in order to increase the trust of the
data providers in the platform and ensure that no user with unidentified
organization will manage to get unauthorized access to data he/she should
not be viewing.
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Methodology

-

Phase
Related Scenarios

SCE-3, SCE6

Prerequisites

-

PLATF_F_71. Append to new data to an existing data asset in ICARUS
Description

The ICARUS platform will allow data providers to easily append new data to
data assets they have already checked in in the ICARUS platform. Since the
pre-processing instructions for a data asset remain available to the ICARUS
platform and the on-premise environment, the data provider may define
when new data should be mapped, cleaned, anonymized and encrypted
locally and fetched to the ICARUS platform.

Methodology

I. Data Collection – I.1 Data Cleaning, I.2 Data Mapping, Step I.3 Data

Phase

Anonymization, I.4 Data Encryption, Step I.5 Data Check-In, I.6 Data
Uploading

Related Scenarios

SCE-5

Prerequisites

PLATF_F_69

4.3.3

Final MVP Consolidation

Taking into account the preliminary MVP reported in Deliverable D1.2, the ICARUS final MVP consists
of a set of features that have been selected depending on: (a) the internal assessment performed
within the ICARUS consortium (by the demonstrators and OAG as the core data provider) for the
added value of the MVP features for their internal operations and for the aviation industry in general,
(b) the feedback acquired by external aviation stakeholders during the MVP interviews, and (c) the
technical feasibility assessment that was conducted as a joint activity between WP1, WP2 and WP3 to
ensure that all ICARUS results are aligned.
Overall, the ICARUS MVP is addressed to the aviation data value chain stakeholders and, in particular,
to data providers and data consumers, as well as to data analysts and business users of the
stakeholders in the 1st-2nd-3rd data tiers.
Table 4-2: Final ICARUS MVP on M15
ID
Title
Comments
Data Check-in
PLATF_F_02 Uploading of data assets Standard way of uploading data either “manually” or via
as files extracted by the an API as long as the pre-processing instructions are
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ID

PLATF_F_04

PLATF_F_05

PLATF_F_09
PLATF_F_11

PLATF_F_13

PLATF_F_14

Title
aviation stakeholder's
back-end system
Detailed data profiling of
the data to be uploaded
according to a specific
metadata schema
“Fast lane" check-in for
confidential data assets
(Semi-)Automatic
onthe-fly anonymization in
ICARUS
(Semi-)Automatic
extraction
of
and
navigation within the
Data Model of a Data
Asset
(Semi-)
Automatic
Transformation
/
Mapping of data assets
and extracted concepts
to the ICARUS common
schema
Easily applicable data
manipulation
/
transformation methods

PLATF_F_15

Easily applicable data
cleaning methods

PLATF_F_20

Indication of the linkable
denominators,
upon
which linking of the data
assets can be performed

PLATF_F_21

(Semi-)Automatic
asset linking

PLATF_F_67

Encryption
and
decryption of data in an
end-to-end manner

data

Comments
available locally. The full list of file formats to be
supported needs to be decided in WP3-WP4.
At the end of the data check-in process and in order for
the data to become available in ICARUS, their metadata
(in accordance with the ICARUS metadata schema) need
to be filled in.
Data providers who intend to upload their data only for
their organization’s use (to link them with other data
and / or run analytics) should not have to fill in the full
metadata list.
Different anonymization techniques will be offered and
executed prior to the data encryption. Transparency
regarding how anonymization happens to build trust.
The data model is identified based on a small data
sample in order to better understand the data at hand
and to which standard(s) it complies, if any.
The ICARUS common aviation data model / schema is
instrumental for more efficient data linking and for
better query performance.

Any transformation methods (e.g. for typical data
manipulation functions or data measurement unit
transformation) needs to be applied prior to encryption.
Format transformation is available when downloading a
data asset as well.
Increased data quality with less effort required on
behalf of the data provider through cleansing rules
he/she defines to be applied to the data prior to their
encryption.
The linkable denominators practically refer to the
existence of common concepts in the ICARUS common
aviation model. It still cannot be guaranteed that the
actual data will be fully linked if they are encrypted and
the collective values they contain have not been
extracted (prior to their encryption).
The data asset linking happens at the model level and
may be reinforced with linking at the data level if the
data asset is unencrypted.
Depending on the data provider’s preferences, the data
assets can be always stored and exchanged in an
encrypted form. The ICARUS platform does not store
any decryption keys but they are directly exchanged
among the involved parties: data provider and data
consumer on-premise clients, or data provider on-
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ID

Title

PLATF_F_68

Application of access
control mechanisms to
data as defined by the
data provider

PLATF_F_69

Preparation of data on a
local environment

PLATF_F_71

Append to new data to
an existing data asset in
ICARUS
Data Exploration & Acquisition
PLATF_F_18 Searchability
and
identification of related
additional data assets
PLATF_F_22 Definition of simple and
advanced "information"
queries
PLATF_F_25 Filtering of data assets
based
on
different
criteria
PLATF_F_26 Access and inspection of
data assets "extracts"
depending on their
license
PLATF_F_27 Transformation of a data
asset to other supported
data formats and export
PLATF_F_28

Navigation
to
preconfigured analytics
(i.e. applications)

PLATF_F_56

Step-by-step guidance
on how to define the
appropriate license of a
data asset

PLATF_F_57

Negotiation of a data
contract

Comments
premise client and data consumer’s secure and private
space.
Restricting access to a data asset and ensuring that a
data consumer will not even view a data asset’s profile
if he/she is not authorized based on the expressed
policies is a very critical, differentiating feature of
ICARUS.
Due to the introduction of end-to-end encryption in
ICARUS, the preparatory steps for uploading data,
namely mapping them to the ICARUS common aviation
data model, applying the defined cleansing and
anonymization rules, need to be performed prior to
encryption on the data provider’s premises.
ICARUS needs to facilitate data providers in frequently
uploading their up-to-date data, without having to
repeat the typically time-consuming check-in process.
Related data assets are identified at the metadata level
and at the schema level with the help of the ICARUS
common aviation model since the data are encrypted.
Data search and exploration follows specific query
templates.
Useful for navigating and exploring relevant data assets
according to different criteria.
Data sample preview in order to validate the usefulness
of data assets prior to purchasing them / creating a data
contract.
Easier to utilize data in the stakeholders’ back-end
systems upon decrypting them. However, it leads to a
significant risk: data that are exported from the platform
can no longer be controlled by the platform and any
misuse is a legal matter according to the data contracts.
In its marketplace, in addition to data, ICARUS will also
make
available
applications
that
represent
preconfigured analytics algorithms, with the data
needed to run an analysis and specific visualizations
(typically in a dedicated dashboard).
The data license aspects are defined in accordance with
the ICARUS metadata schema and the data sharing
model. Many of the licensing terms could be transposed
into the data contracts signed between data providers
and consumers, but it is always up to the data provider
to decide what terms to include in the contract.
The draft data contract is prepared and sent by the data
provider yet the data consumer could also propose
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ID

Title

PLATF_F_61

Step-by-step traceability
of the data contract
preparation
PLATF_F_62 ”Closure" of a data
contract, proceeding to
the analysis or to
download a specific data
asset
Data Analytics & Visualization
PLATF_F_35 Execution of an analytics
task
/
algorithm
according to specific
preferences and settings
for
computation
resources
PLATF_F_38 Visualization of the
analytics results to gain
insights on the data and
/ or comparison how the
same
results
are
visualized in different
diagrams
PLATF_F_39 Definition of customized
dashboards by selecting
which
visualizations
should appear
PLATF_F_40 Definition of an end-toend workflow / recipe

Comments
changes to the terms of use and / or negotiate the price
with the data provider.
The different stages of the data contract preparation
from drafting to acceptance and payment will be written
to the blockchain.
A data contract is considered as active only when the
payment is confirmed by the data provider and written
on the blockchain. Once this happens, a data consumer
gets access to a data asset.

The analytics tasks always run in secure and private
spaces (not in the core platform), so it is crucial to
properly orchestrate the computation resources
considering the organization’s account.
Easier understanding of results by business users (not
competent analytics users). Quicker evaluation of
results by data analysts.

The customized dashboards are essentially applications
that have been created and become available through
ICARUS.
A data consumer / provider that wants to run analytics
designs the analytics workflow in a drag-n-drop manner,
selecting which algorithms, with what parameters and
for which data will be executed.
Easier interfacing of the ICARUS analytics results to
other stakeholders’ back-end platforms. The ICARUS
analytics results are encrypted when extracted from the
secure and private spaces so it is necessary to be
decrypted to be used.
Standard feature to avoid work repetition and save time
for recurring /scheduled analytics.

PLATF_F_41

Export
of
analytics
results in machinereadable format

PLATF_F_43

Saving your projects /
analysis
for
future
reference
Execution of scheduled Very important for data that are refreshed in defined
analytics
time periods and for the periodic exchange of data and
analytics results between industry stakeholders.
Deployment
and The secure and private spaces (previously mentioned as
customization
of
a secure experimentation spaces) are spawn on demand,
secure and private space belong only to a certain organization, decrypt the
in ICARUS
necessary data (that belong to the organization or have
been acquired based on active data contracts) and run

PLATF_F_44
PLATF_F_46
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ID

Title

Comments
analytics jobs (that have been designed in the ICARUS
platform).
PLATF_F_47 Erasure of a secure and When an analytics job is finished, the secure and private
private space
space of the organization that run the analysis may be
destroyed (for once-only analysis). If the organization
intends to run scheduled analytics, it should be
maintained to minimize the need for data transfer to
such a space as well as the decryption/encryption
needs.
Added Value Functionalities
PLATF_F_45 Navigation to analytics Auditing of data access and usage to confirm compliance
on data asset usage
with the data contract. Better understanding of the
usage of data. More customer-oriented perspective of
the data.
PLATF_F_48 Delivery of notifications Instant action to adapt to new data assets or update
regarding new data existing ones. Risk of being ignored if there are too many
assets
checked
in, notifications or if they are not relevant.
and/or existing data
assets updated, related
to own data assets or to
analysis
and
visualisations performed
PLATF_F_49 Delivery of notifications Keep track how licences are impacted, especially for
regarding updates and data assets that are already exploited in order to check
modifications in the compliance and possibly take suitable actions (e.g.
terms of use (e.g. evaluate whether a renewal of the agreement is
licences) of data assets required or not).
exploited through the
platform
PLATF_F_51 Proposition of additional Expedite the use of data assets that stakeholders would
data assets for the not normally employ in the analysis. Gain insights that
enrichment of existing would not be possible to reach otherwise, creating
data assets and / or for added value for the whole industry.
analysis and visualisation
PLATF_F_70 Organization-based
Since many members within an organization need to
access
have access to the data acquired and the data uploaded
by the organization, organization-based visibility has
been enforced on all platform functionalities.
It needs to be noted that the changes from the preliminary ICARUS MVP include removal of 6 MVP
features, namely: (a) removal of PLATF_F_01 “Retrieval of data directly from an aviation stakeholder's
back-end system”, due to the fact that ICARUS does not intend to replicate the functionality of ExtractTransform-Load (ETL) tools that are already widely used (such as Pentaho, Talend, Informatica
Powercenter ETL, etc.), (b) removal of PLATF_F_06 “(Semi-) Automatic quality check of the data and
assessment of quality level” since tackling quality issues is not trivial and will require significant
development effort, without providing equal gratification to data providers and data consumers as
the newly introduced features (in section 4.3.2), (c) removal of PLATF_F_31 “Automatic check whether
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the data asset is appropriate for a specific algorithm” since the data assets are stored in an encrypted
format in the ICARUS platform and their metadata (although rich, in accordance with the ICARUS
Metadata Schema) are not adequate to anticipate whether they will be appropriate for a specific
algorithm at the workflow design phase, (d) removal of PLATF_F_32 “Automatic check for data
licences compatibility to run under a specific algorithm” and PLATF_F_55 “Automatic license
compatibility check for data assets that build on other assets” since determining the contracts’ /
licenses’ compatibility, apart from checking the licensing metadata per data asset, would require
intense natural-processing analysis on the actual legal contracts (written in the blockchain) which is
very challenging to be automated in ICARUS (from a technical feasibility perspective) due to the
numerous conflicts that would need to be properly detected, (e) removal of PLATF_F_60 “Approval of
a change in the terms of a data sharing agreement” since handling any change in an existing, active
data contract is not a straightforward process as it requires re-negotiation and agreement among all
involved parties and is not feasible to be addressed within ICARUS, and (f) change of scope in
PLATF_F_61 that was “Acceptance of terms of use of a public data asset and availability to download”
in order to refer to private data that are shared through the platform (rather than emphasizing on
public, open data).
In addition, 11 existing and new features have been added to the MVP: PLATF_F_04 “Detailed data
profiling of the data to be uploaded according to a specific metadata schema”, PLATF_F_05 "Fast lane"
check-in for confidential data assets”, PLATF_F_28 “Navigation to preconfigured analytics”,
PLATF_F_46 “Deployment and customization of a secure experimentation space in ICARUS”,
PLATF_F_47 “Erasure of a secure experimentation space”, PLATF_F_62 “”Closure" of a data sharing
agreement/contract, proceeding to the analysis or to download a specific data asset”, as well as all
new features: PLATF_F_67 “Encryption and decryption of data in an end-to-end manner”, PLATF_F_68
“Application of access control mechanisms to data as defined by the data provider”, PLATF_F_69
“Preparation of data on a local environment”, PLATF_F_70 “Organization-based access”, and
PLATF_F_71 “Append to new data to an existing data asset in ICARUS”.
Finally, it needs to be noted that such features do not intend to replace or update the detailed
technical requirements and specifications defined in WP3, but only facilitate all stakeholders to
understand the positioning of the ICARUS platform and share a common vision for the detailed design
and development tasks.
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5

ICARUS Ontology

The ICARUS ontology is developed with the intention of integrating and semantically enriching
aviation-related data from all the three core tiers in different formats and from different data sources.
Scope and Intended Uses: The main contribution of the ICARUS Ontology is to enable the mapping of
the data assets, provided from ICARUS stakeholders, to the ontology concepts to capture the
structural and semantic characteristics of the various entities in each data asset. More specifically, the
core uses of this ontology are for: 1) data mapping which corresponds to the data harmonization
process. In this way, each provided data asset will be mapped with concepts from the ICARUS Ontology
in a semi-automatic way; 2) data linking where any provided data asset will be linked with other
relevant sources (or data assets) that exist in ICARUS; 3) data recommendation which involves the
development of algorithms and software for supporting the selection of the most appropriate ICARUS
data assets that best match user preferences. The ICARUS Ontology will be used for capturing the
structural and semantic characteristics of the various entities involved in the ICARUS domain, whereas
the underlying conceptual models facilitate the use of lightweight reasoning during the matchmaking
process. It also provides the baseline for the more light-weight ICARUS common aviation data model
that is presented in D2.3 and shall be easily maintained and extended during the ICARUS platform
operation.
The intended users of the ICARUS ontology are: a) the data providers and consumers from the three
tiers who define a group of aviation value chain industry stakeholders; b) IT industry players for the
aviation value chain such as IT companies, web entrepreneurs and software engineers; c) Industry
associations and technology clusters consisting of European initiatives and clusters such as SESAR
2020, Clean Sky, BDVA, AIOTI, FIWARE, ETP4HPC, I4MS, etc; d) universities and research
organizations; e) policy makers and f) the general public e.g. passengers.
An exhaustive list of fields and relationships describing thoroughly all the datasets that can emerge as
potentially relevant to the aviation domain cannot be drafted through the ontology. Consequently,
the ontology represents a dynamically changing representation of the evolving aviation data
landscape that can easily be extended and updated by ICARUS stakeholders. For the development of
the ontology, the Protégé software tool and the OWL/XML syntax have been used.

5.1 Design of the ICARUS Ontology
The ICARUS application ontology has been designed in order to enable the mapping of the data assets,
provided from ICARUS stakeholders, to the ontology concepts. Following are possible competencies
questions [4] that a knowledge base based on the ontology should be able to answer:
•
•
•
•

Which datasets contain columns about the concept 'Weather condition'?
Which datasets contain columns about 'flight slot time' and 'flight delay time'?
Which datasets contain columns with 'Geo coordinates' values?
Which datasets contain columns related to the concept 'Flight'?
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5.1.1

Description of the steps for building the ontology

The design process of the ICARUS application ontology is a multi-layer approach as shown in Figure
5-1. A top-level ontology which represents a generalized description of the given datasets is built.
Below the top-level ontology, an existing aviation related domain ontology is incorporated. More
specifically, the design process consists of the following steps:
i)
ii)

Ontology Capture: All the concepts, relationships and data fields from the ICARUS
demonstrators’ datasets (aviation-related and aviation-combined) were extracted.
Ontology Coding: The representation of the ontology capture was transformed into a
formal (ontology) language (e.g. OWL) using Protégé.
I.
Top-level Ontology: Create a top-level ontology that describes aviation-related
datasets.
II.
Integrating Existing Domain Ontologies: Use existing aviation related domain
ontologies (e.g. NASA ontology as given in Section 5.1.2) and incorporate them
under the top-level ontology.
III.
Expanding the Domain-level Ontology: Expand (Build-on-top) the domain-level
ontology (NASA ontology) and include the new concepts, data fields and
relationships between the concepts that were extracted from the demonstrators’
datasets.

Figure 5-1: Multi-layer approach of the ICARUS application ontology

5.1.2

Integrating Existing Ontologies

The most relevant existing ontology to the ICARUS project which is incorporated in the ICARUS
ontology, is the Air Traffic Management (ATM) ontology [5] which was developed by the US National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The NASA ATM ontology [6] describes classes,
properties, and relationships relevant to the domain of air traffic management and represents
information pertinent to a broad and diverse set of interacting components in the US and the global
airspace. Even though this ontology focuses on aviation, it is scoped sufficiently broadly to
interconnect data from several different aviation realms, including flight, traffic management,
aeronautical information, weather, and carrier operations. The representative entities modelled
within the NASA ontology are the following:
•
•

Flights (e.g. flight plans and radar flight tracks, etc.)
Aircraft and manufacturers (e.g. aircraft characteristics, models, etc.)
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•
•
•

Airports and infrastructure (e.g. runways, taxiways, terminals, gates, etc.)
Airlines (e.g. air carrier name, country of registry, etc.)
Air traffic management initiatives (TMIs) (e.g. ground delay programs, ground stops,
reroutes, etc.)
• Surface weather conditions and forecasts (e.g. meteorological conditions, Meteorological
Terminal Aviation Routine Weather (METAR) reports, etc.)
• Airspace structures and facilities (e.g. sectors, fixes, routes, etc.)
• Departure/arrival routes (e.g. airport for which this route is destined, airport from which this
route originated, etc.)
In addition, another related ontology from a diverse domain is also integrated with the ICARUS
ontology i.e. the DCAT ontology [7], which refers to the documentation (e.g. license) of the ICARUS
Ontology and of each Dataset Entity/Concept.
The DCAT ontology defines three main classes:
•
•
•

Catalog: It represents the catalog.
Dataset: It represents a dataset in a catalog.
Distribution: It represents an accessible form of a dataset e.g. a downloadable file, an RSS
feed or a web service that provides the data.

5.2 Definition of the Classes and the Class Hierarchy
The ICARUS ontology consists of 132 classes, 134 object properties and 406 data properties. For
expanding the NASA domain ontology, 13 new classes, 21 new object properties and 207 new data
properties were added. In addition, 12 new dataset-related classes (i.e. classes that describe metadata
of datasets), 7 object properties and 23 data properties were also incorporated in the ICARUS
application ontology. Figure 5-2 displays the class hierarchy of the top-level ontology which has four
main representative entities:
•
•

•

•

Column: This class represents the column id of the columns on each provided dataset.
Aviation-related type: This class represents the generalized structure of defining the possible
columns that can be provided in any aviation-related, aviation-derived or combined dataset
e.g. Aircraft, Airport, Flight, Bond, Bond landing, Aviation industry manufacturer, Location,
etc.
Dataset: This class represents the properties for the different types of datasets e.g. license,
publication date, title, description. At the current moment, only tabular datasets will be used
in the ICARUS project.
Value type: This class would be useful for extending and updating the ontology. It represents
the general value types that the instances of the corresponding columns of an aviation-related
dataset can take e.g. count value, free text values, geo coordinates value, geo name value, key
value, measured value and time point value.
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Figure 5-2: ICARUS Ontology Class Hierarchy
As displayed in Figure 5-3, a provided dataset (Dataset, Tabular_dataset) from the stakeholders
consists of columns (Column) where each column might take instances which are related to common
aviation concepts (Aviation-related type), otherwise it would be matched with a general value type
(Value type e.g. count value, free text value, time point value). The common aviation related concepts
that a column can be related to are represented in Figure 5-4 as the subclasses of Aviation-related
type class.

Figure 5-3: Relations of the main classes of the ontology and the subclasses of the Value_type class
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Figure 5-4: Aviation-related type class and its subclasses

The following figures display the incoming and outgoing relations of each of the main classes of the
ICARUS application ontology. The BaggageBelt is represented as a subclass of the
AircraftInfrastructureComponent that is incorporated from the NASA ontology. Each flight is
associated with a departure and an arrival or alternative arrival Airport. An Aircraft infrastructure
component encompasses all aspects of the associated airport infrastructure i.e. terminals, gates,
baggage belts, runaways, taxiways etc. Each flight and airport are also associated with a baggage belt
(Figure 5-5).
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Figure 5-5: BaggageBelt class relations (Airport, Flight and AirportInfrastuctureComponent classes
are imported from the NASA ontology)
The Bond loading (Bond, Bond loading) in a Flight includes the loading of diverse categories of products
(Product) i.e. inflight sales such as food, snacks, drinks, and duty-free products, airport duty-free
products (Sales, Inflight Sales), safety and entertainment equipment. The class Bond includes also
some general statistics regarding the products loading in the flights (Figure 5-6).

Figure 5-6: Airport class relations

The persons travelling on board (Flight) include the crew members and the passengers (Figure 5-7),
however, the Person class can also include any other person who works on the airport. Each person
may carry one or more baggage on the plane. Also, every person (Person) who either works on the
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airport or on board or a passenger are assigned with their birth location (whenever its known). The
location (Place) is described with a country, city and state.

Figure 5-7: Passenger class relations

Each airport and each aviation industry manufacturer are assigned with a place represented by the
location which is characterized by the State, City and the Country. The meteorological report for each
flight is based on the weather report on the destination and arrival places (Figure 5-8).

Figure 5-8: Place class relations
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6

Conclusion

The final section of this document summarizes the content presented in D1.3, which provides the
updates that conclude WP1. The main goals of this deliverable were to (i) further elaborate on the
users’ objectives and requirements; (ii) provide the updates on the ICARUS aviation data assets owned
by the consortium, as well as the updates of the data needs, based on the latest demonstrator
scenarios to be executed in ICARUS; (iii) define the final ICARUS Methodology; (iv) describe the
updated high-level scenarios based on the final definition of the Methodology; (v) present the final
definition of the MVP taking into account the valuable external validation activities; (vi) and finally,
describe the ICARUS Ontology.
At first, aiming to better understand the needs and expectations of the potential stakeholders of
ICARUS, a new online questionnaire was developed. The analysis of the responses is presented in
Section 2. The results have shown that the organizations depend on both internal and external sources
to fulfil their objectives, but there is a gap between supply and demand related to their data needs.
Additionally, the majority of the participants are interested in a data marketplace and the
functionalities that ICARUS aims to offer. Furthermore, the responses show that the organizations
related to the aviation are not only interested in data that are directly related to the aviation, but also
they are interested in data that are indirectly related to the aviation.
As the ICARUS demonstrators evolved and shaped the demonstrator scenarios they plan to execute
on the ICARUS platform, the data availability vs the data needs landscape that has been on the ICARUS
radar since the beginning of the project has started to stabilize: (a) the data assets that the
demonstrators have at their disposal were updated, (b) the data that the demonstrators need in order
to run their demonstrator scenarios were reconsidered and prioritized, while the process of locating
their respective data providers is ongoing, (c) the OAG data profiling has been confirmed that it
remains unchanged, while the broader aviation data sources (identified in D1.1) have been also
collected in order to start populating the ICARUS platform (together with the OAG and the
demonstrators’ data).
In Section 4, the updates related to T1.4 are presented. First of all, the updated and final definition of
the ICARUS Methodology is presented. The main updates on the Methodology are related to the
addition of encryption / decryption steps, as well as the introduction of a local environment in which
the Data Collection phase is conducted, in order to increase the level of data security in ICARUS.
Moreover, this section presents the revised High-level Scenarios which are in accordance with the
updated Methodology. In addition, the detailed interview feedback received by 6 aviation data
stakeholders (external to the ICARUS consortium: an airline, an aircraft manufacturer, a ground
handler, a catering company, a weather data provider and a health organization) is introduced and
proved instrumental for shaping a strong and valuable ICARUS MVP. Such interviews, in conjunction
with the questionnaire results and the technical feasibility assessment and progress in WP2-WP3, have
led to the definition of the final ICARUS MVP.
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The next objective of the current deliverable was to create the ICARUS ontology. In Section 5, the
scope, the intended uses and the design of the multi-layer ontology were described. For designing the
ICARUS ontology several steps were followed: (i) capture all the concepts, relationships and data fields
from the ICARUS demonstrators’ datasets (aviation-related and aviation-combined); (ii) create a toplevel ontology that describes aviation-related datasets; (iii) incorporate existing aviation-related
domain ontologies under the top-level ontology; and (iv) expand the domain-level ontologies by
including the new concepts, data fields and relationships between the concepts that were extracted
from the demonstrators’ datasets. Finally, the integrated existing ontologies and the defined class
hierarchy of the ICARUS Ontology were presented.
In conclusion, Deliverable D1.3 concludes all activities performed in this work package and provides
the complete and final documentation that will drive the following steps of the project. The data
collection activities are naturally expected to progress through the WP5 activities (both for the
demonstrators data profiling updates, but also for the data population activities of the ICARUS
platform).
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Annex II: Disseminated Questionnaire
In this Section, a printable format of the new questionnaire is presented. The online version of the
questionnaire is accessible via the following link: https://goo.gl/forms/S3YgqnwrX2qL40kI2
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